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Executive summary
Asphalt mixtures are commonly used for surface layer on the European roads. At the end of the
service lifetime of a road or even when maintenance works are performed, surface layers are first
removed from the road. Asphalt surface layers are often the most expensive part of road construction
and represent useful secondary raw materials. The most proper way of recycling asphalt removed
surface layers is to reuse it again in new surface layer. Due to different step of technological
development and public awareness asphalt recycling rate in Europe vary from 90% to less than 10%.
Selection of case studies in this Deliverable reflects different step of recycling in Europe. In Belgium
Denmark, Germany, Netherland and Sweden practically all asphalt plants are equipped to perform
“mix in plant” recycling often applying a separate heating of RA and hot mix stone fractions. With
this technology content of reclaimed asphalt in a freshly produced asphalt mix is usually round 45%
for batch plants and a bit more drum mixer plant. In Denmark and Germany asphalt plants were
commonly equipped with parallel drum dryer for heating the reclaimed asphalt, but nowadays some of
the asphalt plant had recently been through a general refitting which resulted in a new configuration so
that the virgin drum dryer had been modified with the high speed conveyor belt for throwing in the
RA material into the last part of the drum dryer and the parallel drum dryer that formerly heated the
RA for reaching high percentages of addition had been dismantled. In Sweden the usage of technology
of hot, half-warm and cold asphalt recycling at a central plant is determined by National Road. For hot
recycling the Swedish administration allows the blending of RA materials in accordance with TBVcoating 99 as follows:
•
max 20 % for wearing courses,
•
max 30 % for binder and base courses.
Interesting are technologies of cold and half-warm recycled asphalt at a central plant. Produced
asphalt mixtures are mostly used for roads with low traffic loads.
In Portugal and Slovenia only some asphalt plants recycle asphalt. The asphalt plants that use
reclaimed asphalt (RA) are not equipped with additional technology such as parallel drum enabling
usage of more than 30% RA in new asphalt mixture. So case studies in these countries are oriented
more to increase of RA percentage in new asphalt with minor adaptations of existing technology.
In UK capability of batch plants to add RA to the mixture varies considerably from less than 10 % up
to 50 % depending on the methods available to add RA to the mixture. With studies they found out
that asphalt plant tended to be the limiting factor in addition of RA to the mixture rather than the
grading compatibility in cases where surfacing materials were planed off and stored separately from
the lower layers. Best Practice guide was produced from further research undertaken into surface
course recycling.
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List of explanations and abbreviations
70/100 and 160/220

Types of binders (the numbers refer to the binder penetration range)

AADT

Annual average daily traffic

ABb

Asphalt Concrete in Binder Courses

ABS

SMA, Stone Mastic Asphalt

ABT

Asphalt Concrete in Wearing Courses, Dens-Graded Asphaltic Concrete

AEB

Cold emulsion mix

AEBÖ

Asphalt Emulsion Concrete, Cold Emulsion Mix

AEG

Cold emulsion base

AEOG

Emulsion oil gravel

AG

Asphalt Concrete in Base Courses

ATB Road

General Technical Description, Road specification

Fouling

technical term especially known from technical chemical engineering which
describes the deposits of undesired material that eventually hinder the correct
function of the equipment (flow of material or heat transfer)

IRI

International roughness index

ITS

The indirect tensile strength of asphalt

ITSR

The indirect tensile strength ratio of asphalt

LCA
LCI
MJAB, MJAG

Life Cycle Analysis
Life Cycle Inventory
Soft asphalt

MJOG

Soft oil gravel

OG

Oil gravel

R2

Coefficient of Determination

RA

Reclaimed Asphalt (US term: RAP Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement)

Rv

Riksväg (in Swedish), National road

RST

Road Surface Tester

TBV-coating 99

The Swedish Road Administration Technical Specification for Pavement Design

VTI

The Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of Task 4.3 of the Re-Road project as it appears in the Annex 1 of the Grant Agreement is:
 To study and identify from the existing knowledge the arguments for and against (“pro et
contra”), of different selected designs of asphalt plant
 If possible – to estimate the limitations or ranges for utilization of RA in the different selected
mixing scenarios.
 To cooperate with Task 2.2 in providing information about the existing industrial installations
and processes so that equivalent laboratory mixing procedures can be determined.
 If possible - to utilize the "Laboratory mixing procedure" from Task 2.2 in a few
demonstration trials with different types of introduction of RA or with asphalt plants run under
various conditions producing different mix types. During the work we found out that it is hard to fulfil
this task.
To fulfil these tasks we prepared questionnaire to gather present knowledge from different European
countries.

1.1 Present level of asphalt recycling in Europe
From the response on questionnaire 4.3 on introduction of RA from several European countries we
were searching possible scenarios enabling us to achieve high levels of RA into the mix. Many
countries use REMIX technology ("In situ" recycling) right for the replacement of the wearing course,
but more common is used "Mix in plant" recycling. Optimum content of reclaimed asphalt in asphalt
mixture varies in different countries from 7 % to 50 % (m/m). Heating reclaimed asphalt indirectly
with hot mix of stone fractions is in majority of countries the most common way to introduce lower
quantity of reclaimed asphalt.
Softer bitumen is the most common fresh material added to the mixture. Some producers use additives
like special oils hydrated lime, amines, and paraffin waxes.

1.2 Preliminary recommendations for case study selection level of asphalt
recycling in Europe
With the present background achieved by the responses to the questionnaires in Task 4.2 and 4.3 each
partner has committed themselves to send 2-3 case study proposals to the task leader of the individual
task in order to get an overview of possible variations in the scenarios available.
Due to the fact of the intimacy needed for each case study the case originated from the partner
countries involved. Selection of case studies in this Deliverable reflects different step of recycling in
Europe.
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The objective was to collect all types of input that can provide information for WP4 and other WPs
that need input from these kinds of sources. In order to facilitate a structured “harvest” of information
check lists of items of interest were be built with the questionnaire items as a starting point.

1.3 Partners / Authors
This deliverable summarizes the research work conducted during Re-Road project, work package
(WP) 4, task 4.3, leaded by Erik Nielsen and Marjan Tušar respectively. Following authors and
research laboratories contributed to the experimental studies and discussions to the results presented:








Danish Road Institute (DRI))
o Erik Nielsen,
Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil -National Laboratory for Civil Engineering (LNEC)
o Fatima Batista, Maria de Lurdes Antunes,
Belgish Road Research Centre (BRRC):
o Stefan Vansteenkiste,
Transport Research Laboratory (TRL)
o Ian Carswell,
Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI)
o Dina Kuttah, Leif Viman, and Andreas Waldemarson
Technische Universität Braunschweig (TUBS)
o Konrad Mollenhauer
Slovenian National Building and Civil Engineering Institute (ZAG)
o Marjan Tušar

Additionally the technical staffs working on conducting the experiments at the participating
laboratories is acknowledged.

2. CASE STUDIES
According to the work plan, several case studies were performed in different European countries.

2.1 Belgium
Although no particular case study has been monitored in Belgium, the following summary of the
common practice may contribute as well especially to Task 4.3.
Practically all asphalt plants (a total of 40 plants in Belgium) are equipped do perform “mix in plant”
recycling applying a separate heating of RA and hot mix stone fractions. Only a few (about 5) small
production units do not use RA. Out of the 40 production plants, only 3 are equipped for a continuous
production (drum mixer). All other (37 in total) are batch plants (charge production). Cold recycling is
Beneficiary - ZAG
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generally rather exceptional since in that case the re-use of RA is limited to maximum 20%. In situ
recycling is not performed in Belgium.
The maximum content of reclaimed asphalt in a freshly produced asphalt mix (for base courses) is
55% (= 50% of recycled binder). However, tender specifications do impose restrictions with respect to
the maximum percentage of re-use, especially with regard to RA homogeneity. The optimal content of
reclaimed asphalt in a freshly produced asphalt mix is considered to be around 40% (base course).
The maximum capacity of an asphalt plant when RA is used is around 300t/h as compared to the
250t/h when no RA is introduced. This rather unexpected increase in capacity (= +20%) can be
explained by a higher flow of materials due to the parallel heating of RA in a second drum. The
optimal capacity in this case is considered to be the same (= 300t/h).
Fresh materials added during the mix in plant recycling are aggregates, filler and a softer binder (e.g.
70/100). The quantities depend on the composition of the RA and the newly produced asphalt mix.
The mixing time is prolonged for about 5 – 10s when RA is used. Generally, one tries to limit this
additional mixing time to 5s. No special additives such as adhesion promoters are renovators are used.
The moisture content of RA varies between 4 - 5%. No specific table is used in practice to determine
the temperature evolution. If needed, adaptations or corrections are made relying on the practical
experience of the plant operator.
In Belgium, experience with PmB is common. A particular problem is encountered when using RA
with PmB (e.g. originating from SMA surface courses). PmBs in Belgium commonly contain SBS
polymers which stick together at temperatures of about 120 - 135°C. Latter RA has to be mixed with
‘normal’ RA before adding (e.g. ratio: 1/3 PmB + 2/3 normal binder). In some cases it has been mixed
prior to adding the material to the mixer. Sometimes two cold feed bins are utilized for RA.
Generally, modifications to asphalt plants in order to facilitate recycling were made in the mid ’90.
Further optimisations were implemented more recently. Latter include:
•
Installation of a sieve of 63 mm on cold feed bins to avoid large particles RA in production
•
Some kind of hammer in order to avoid sticking of RA in cold feed bins and warm feed bin
(other option or system includes vibrations)
•
Adaptation of the warm RA storage bin shape in order to facilitate the ‘gliding’ of RA from the
bin into the mixer.
No experience in the public area has been collected so far with respect to parameters like energy, CO2,
etc.

2.2 Denmark
2.2.1 Introduction
The main purpose for the selected case studies in Task 4.2 “Handling of RA” and Task 4.3
“Introduction of RA in the mixing process” is to support the main objective of the Re-Road project
which can be condensed to:
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Facilitate the highest possible potential of recycling reclaimed asphalt and
particular to support recycling in high percentages in surface layers in high
trafficked roads in Europe
with detailed information of special subject or situations. A secondary objective of selected case
studies of Work Package 4 “RA processing and RA management at the mixing plant” is provide data
input for the Life Cycle Assessment in the Re-Road project under Task 3.2.
The following note will explain what type of case study that had been intended to report to
Deliverable 4.5 and the reasons why it in the end was determined to abandon this approach. The
resources allocated for the case study related to Deliverable 4.5 has instead been converted to report
on another item which embraces a combination of Task 4.1 “Production of RA” and 4.2 “Handling of
RA” as it combines both production of RA by milling of surface layers and handling of Reclaimed
Asphalt (RA). This case study is referred to as DRI case study No. 1 and is reported in Deliverable
4.4.
2.2.2

Intended case study

Background
The background for the intended case study had been to fulfil the objective of Task 4.3 which is
Introduction of reclaimed asphalt (RA) in the mixing process
with the following detailed explanation
To study and identify the pros & cons of different selected designs of asphalt
plants and to provide input for Task 2.2 with respect to simulation of full scale
mixing in laboratory mixing.
During the questionnaire and interview among the Danish asphalt contractors a recent modification of
some asphalt plants was reported. A technique developed by the manufacturing company
Benninghoven utilized through a “high speed conveyor belt device” which throw an addition of
reclaimed asphalt in the last third of the drying drum which normally is solely intended for heating of
virgin materials. This technique was reported to be able to cope with addition of up to 40 % of
reclaimed asphalt if the virgin drying drum is partly used to heat the reclaimed asphalt which has the
potential to be an interesting alternative to heating the reclaimed asphalt in a parallel drum dryer.
Intended scenario
With particular asphalt plant configuration in mind which had dual routes of introducing reclaimed
asphalt in the mixing process in a batch plant the outline of a case study was drawn up. The asphalt
plant had earlier two routes to introduce reclaimed asphalt through
1. Cold feed addition of reclaimed asphalt into the mixer
2. Parallel drum dryer for heating the reclaimed asphalt to a level of or just below the mixing
temperature of the resulting mix.
The asphalt plant had recently been through a general refitting which resulted in a new configuration
that also provides two routes for the reclaimed asphalt to be introduced.
1. Cold feed addition of reclaimed asphalt into the mixer was maintained for low percentage
addition of RA
2. The virgin drum dryer had been modified with the high speed conveyor belt for throwing in
the RA material into the last part of the drum dryer and the parallel drum dryer that formerly
heated the RA for reaching high percentages of addition had been dismantled.
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Figure 1 : Batch plant with two routes for recycling the reclaimed asphalt: a vertical system for adding RA directly in the
mixer, and a horizontal conveyor belt for preheating RA in the virgin drum dryer

Historical background of recycling in Denmark
When the new era of recycling reclaimed asphalt started in Denmark in 1980 after a joint study tour to
USA of Danish asphalt contractors and road administration Denmark had close to 100 asphalt plants;
virtually all batch plant of which several had rather small capacity. Over the next decades asphalt
companies adjusted to the ever changing market situation through necessary maintenance, repair and
upgrading of the asphalt plants due to age and the new concept of recycling the number of asphalt
plants was reduced to around 50.
Some of the remaining asphalt plants were upgraded but also totally new asphalt plants were
purchased. This meant a surplus of typical smaller asphalt plants were scheduled to be dismantled.
Some were dismantled in working conditions and shipped abroad “on a one way ticket” for large
projects where the asphalt plant afterwards was offered to the local community or totally dismantled
and sold as scrap metals. A few were scraped inside Denmark, but a rather high number was only
partly scraped as for instance the virgin drum dryer from these smaller asphalt plants could be reused
and refitted as parallel drum dryers offering the asphalt plant to have a larger range of percentages of
reclaimed asphalt that could be utilized as a first approach to the recycling of asphalt.
Design of parallel drums and associated problems
These old parallel drying drums now used in recycling were originally intended for loose virgin
materials and not reclaimed asphalt with sticky mortar had perhaps not the optimum design for
material transport internally.
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This point can also be part of another problem mentioned in the interviews with the Danish Asphalt
contractors. Every time the parallel drum is started up fouling is a particular problem in this process
since the sticky mortar from the reclaimed asphalt can adhere to some of the internal surfaces that
might not yet have reached the optimum working conditions. This material will not in all cases be
worn off when the parallel drum had been operating for a prolonged time. Building of increasing
layers of fouling material will eventually lead to a stop in operation. It has been mentioned that
clearing up this fouling material from the inside of the parallel drum requires hard manual labour and
approx. two weeks out of operation.
From a design point of view these old parallel drum are perhaps not optimised for energy savings and
efficient production to cope with present days’ requirements for such industrial equipment.
For these reasons and for the loss of energy required to heat the parallel drum from ambient to
operational temperature the production utilising this equipment need to be above 100 t in order to be
worthwhile in a technical and economic sense. Since the use of parallel drum indicates high levels of
reclaimed material in the new mix this configuration is mainly utilised for very large productions of
bituminous base courses.
Present market situation in Denmark
The market situation in Denmark today with respect to demand for asphalt materials is oriented
towards ever increasing maintenance of surface layers and a decreasing demand for huge amounts of
bituminous base course materials for new construction or widening of the primary road network. At
the same time typical asphalt plants supply several asphalt crews with materials for varying job types
and in many cases the asphalt plants are also engaged in providing repair crews from local
communities with hot mix asphalt of varying kinds.
By tradition the Danish asphalt contractors also like to respond to the customers and market requests
for special variations (addition of light coloured aggregates in order to save energy for illumination of
the roads, colour of aggregate, functionalities like noise reducing surface layers, low rolling resistance
etc.). Many of these variations are possible to accommodate with shifts between various mixes since
the majority of the asphalt plants are batch plants. However this has the drawback that each asphalt
plant can have a large number of operational recipes and frequent shift of production during a normal
day.
All this together can lead to the conclusion that the need for the reaching high level of reclaimed
asphalt in new mixes through the utilisation of a parallel drum drier is not that eminent.
2.2.3 Reasons for abandoning specific case study under Task 4.3
During the interviews and by discussing the different options many of the asphalt contractors gave
remarks on the possibility to conduct a selected case study.
Moisture in raw materials
Almost all Danish asphalt contractors have the smaller fractions of materials in roofed shreds or in
huge industrial tents in order to obtain and keep the moisture in raw materials to a minimum in order
to save energy for heating and obtain more stable operation conditions for the asphalt plant (control of
burner and impact of burning filters in the bag house). But the varying moisture content in finer
fractions and in outdoor placed coarser fractions of raw material would be an important parameter due
to impact on energy consumption. Moisture was evaluated to be almost impossible to control or
determine in a comparison experiment. Hardly any contractors analysed for moisture content as it was
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seen as a futile exercise since the moisture content shall be as low as possible under the local
conditions of each individual asphalt plant.
Mix shifts or variation
Another obstacle would be to conduct a study during normal production with mix shifts. There can be
a time lag between the energy consumption during the drying process when the aggregates go into hot
storage in the batch plant and the conditions in the mixer (temperature and energy consumption for the
mixing process) which can lead to uncertainty of obtaining the right reference or limits for the
measured parameters. Small production volumes make this difficulty more pronounced.
Available measuring possibilities
Level of instrumentation or possibilities to read parameters as consumption of fuel for heating and
demand for electrical power were also evaluated to not offering the expected need of details in
reading. Some contractors would be able to provide frequent measurement (hourly readings) of
consumption from the supply companies of electricity and natural gas. But again the difficulty was to
relate this information to the specific production of one mix recipe as LCA or LCI often would have
the desire to refer consumption to production of 1 ton asphalt material of an specific kind where
details on acquiring the raw materials also can be taken into account with high level of details, since
imported aggregate for surface layers can have a large influence on the total outcome of such a
calculation.
Competitive edge and confidentiality/secrecy
From March 2007 when LCA data for the proposal for the Re-Road project was initially discussed in
Paris to the present day of summer 2012 there has been quite a change in the conditions for the
transport sector and the situation for the road construction industry. In 2007 it was anticipated that
some of the data would be difficult to obtain from a technical point of view but nevertheless
obtainable to a certain extent.
Since then we have entered a European economic recession that have a huge impact on many
industrial sectors and perhaps especially on sectors like the road construction where a huge part of the
market is through public procurement (either on national or local level). This means that the
competitive edge among the players in the market has sharpened in order to survive by being the most
cost efficient and innovative company in the field.
There is a feeling that information is not just as freely available as it was anticipated in March 2007.
Often background information could be provided if the source was kept confidential. Now the
companies must considered whether or not it is wiser not to give any information away because you
have difficulties in assessing the consequence on how the data can be used in the future.
The discussion on CO2 emission, climate impact and energy consumption in the transport sector is
also on quite a different level now than back in March 2007. At the recent Eurasphalt & Eurobitumen
Congress in Istanbul June 2012 you sensed the themes to be very much in focus and also that the
discussion has reached the political level in a manner where the consequences are difficult to assess.
Having your products or production ranked or “taxed” by your CO2 emission or energy consumption
is not unrealistic scenarios in a not too distant future. Under such conditions knowledge is power.
Revealed data can unintentional be misinterpreted or taken out of the context and important
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background conditions in which it is developed. Until you as an asphalt contractor know your levels
compared with the competing companies and the sector in general it is safer not to disclose any
information.
2.2.4 Conclusion for case study related to Task 4.3
For a combination of the reasons given in Chapter 2.2.3:
 Moisture content in raw materials
 Mix shifts and variation
 Available measuring possibilities
 Competitive edge and confidentiality/secrecy
it was concluded to abandon a selected case study under Task 4.3 “Introduction of reclaimed asphalt
in the mixing process”.
The resources allocated for the case study related to Deliverable 4.5 has instead been converted to
report on another item which embrace a combination of Task 4.1 “Production of RA” and 4.2
“Handling of RA” as it combines both production of RA by milling of surface layers and handling of
Reclaimed Asphalt (RA). This case study is referred to as DRI case study No. 1 and is reported in
Deliverable 4.4 under the title “Production of reclaimed asphalt from Danish Motorways and
associated conditions for milling and maintenance”.

2.3 Germany
2.3.1 General information
The recycling of granulated reclaimed asphalt (RA) in new hot-mix asphalt is common practice in
Germany. Especially asphalt mixtures for base courses always contain RA up to a percentage of 50 %
or more.
The following case study describes the general experiences in asphalt recycling of a medium asphalt
producing company in northern Germany. The study describes general practices for RA management
and restricting factors in asphalt production considering the plant design rather than a special case
study with detailed data on mix properties.
The company, who wishes to be anonymous, manages 8 asphalt plants in northern Germany, which
are differently equipped with RA feeding technology. Besides two plants equipped with parallel RA
heating drums, the other plants are equipped with cold feeding equipment. The plants are located
approx. 50 km apart of each other.
2.3.2 RA addition techniques
Following experiences with various RA feeding equipment were reported:
Parallel drum for separated heating of RA
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Theoretically, parallel drums for separated RA heating will allow RA contents in new hot-mix asphalt
of up to 100 % if the RA quality is adequate to meet the required properties of the final mix. An
example of a parallel heating drum plant is shown in figure 2. The RA is heated in a separated parallel
drum and then transported to weighing equipment and finally added into the mixer. To be able to
handle heated RA, the special sticking properties must be considered.
In the special case plant the parallel drum was added to the existing mixing plant during the 1990s.
The heated RA is transported to the weight using a screw conveyor. This transport solution works well
for RA containing only unmodified binders. Though, if the RA contains polymer modified binder the
increased stickiness resulted in clogging of the screw conveyor. The sticking RA had to be removed
manually during 2 working days.
Though, theoretically the parallel drum will enable RA rates up to 100 % in the new mixture, the
practically experienced limit for RA addition where virgin aggregates has to be added to the mix to
reach the required grading properties of the new mixture was found to be 50 %. The reason for this is
the minimum capacity limit of the aggregate heating drum. The open flame heating requires a
minimum aggregate mass to be heated in order to avoid superheating of the aggregates as well as of
the fume temperature.
An additional limiting factor of the plants overall RA addition rate is the capacity of the fume filters.

Figure 2 : Parallel drum technology

RA addition to aggregates
Other asphalt plants of the company are equipped with RA addition equipment which allow the RA
heating together or by the aggregates (compare figure 3). The RA is added into the middle of the
aggregate drum or is added to the hot aggregates at the end of the heating drum. The transport time to
the mixer is used to heat the RA by superheated aggregates. The heated RA and aggregates are added
to the mixer via the bypass. Because the virgin aggregates are already mixed with the RA, the hot
sieves can’t be used in this case. This results in a lower quality of the mix composition as the
aggregate grading has to be optimized by using the dosing devices for cold aggregates. Especially
surface course mixes usually require precise composition which is usually only possible to achieve by
hot sieving of the aggregates.
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Further the usual advantage of a batch plant, allowing the fast change of mix composition from one
mix batch to another can’t be used, because a lot of already composed material is already in the
mixing plant production. This may result in comparable large amounts of asphalt production waste.

Figure 3 : RA addition to aggregates

General constraints
In order to achieve suitable mix properties, high RA rates usually demands for mix and RA-specific
addition of virgin binder. The mixing plants considered here are usually equipped with 4 virgin binder
tanks which contain 2 kinds of bitumen (usually 50/70 and 70/100) as well as 2 kinds of polymermodified bitumen (25/55-55A, 10/40-65A with increased polymer content). If the specific RA
properties (e. g. highly aged surface courses) demands for softer virgin binder this is only possible by
adding the binder directly from a tank lorry or by emptying one of the four standard binder tanks.
Both alternatives induce high costs which are only feasible for large mixing quantities for larger
construction sites rather than single-batch mixes for the general production of asphalt mixtures.

2.3.3 RA management
The overall economic goal is to reduce the amount of virgin binder in new asphalt mixes. This will be
reached by high RA contents.
The quality in terms of composition (aggregate grading, binder content and binder properties) and
homogeneity are important factors controlling the possible RA content in the new mixture. Therefore,
RA originating from milling sites and from crushed block recovering as well as coming from
stockpiles containing RA from various sources (demolished roads or waste asphalt production) will
be crushed and sieved. The sieving fractions are stored on separated stockpiles.
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When large amounts of single-source RA originating from a large demolition site, the milled RA is
crushed and sieved and stored separately depending on required storing capacity is available at the
mixing plant site.
The general aim of crushing and screening the RA is to obtain RA aggregate grading and binder
content properties as well as homogeneity which will allow the addition of considerable recycling
rates to new asphalt mixes of certain types (e. g. binder or base course asphalt mix).
Usually the RA is transported to an asphalt plant site nearest to the demolition site. The crushing will
be done by a transportable crushing/sieving machine which is used on all asphalt plant sites. As the
asphalt plants are differently equipped with RA feeding technology, it may happen that RA has to be
transported from one site to another resulting in hauling distances between 50 and 100 km. For
example, if the asphalt plant is equipped with a parallel drum for hot addition of the RA, PmB
containing RA can’t be recycled at this plant (compare section 2.3.2). Therefore, this RA has to be
transported to an asphalt plant equipped with cold-feeding equipment.
2.3.4 Mix design and construction contract
The mix design and CE marking is done according to the specifications of EN 13108 series. In
Germany, a specific mix design (Asphalt mix product) is agreed between the road owner and the
construction company (and asphalt producer). When the agreed mix design is based on an asphalt mix
containing a specific amount of RA in the new hot-mix asphalt usually this requires the availability of
RA in adequate quality and quantity. In rare occasions there is a considerable time-span between
construction contract and construction time it may happen that the required RA is not available for
producing the asphalt mix according to the exact composition given in the CE mark. I this case the
asphalt producer may reduce the RA content or even uses only virgin aggregate and binder in order to
produce the asphalt mix in required quantity.

2.4 Netherlands
Although no particular case study has been monitored in the Netherlands, the following summary of
the common practice may contribute as well especially to Task 4.3.
At present, 41 asphalt producing plants are operational in the Netherlands. Practically all asphalt
plants are equipped do perform “mix in plant” recycling applying a separate heating of RA and hot
mix stone fractions. Only 1 production unit does not use RA in 2008. In situ recycling is not
performed in the Netherlands. Also cold recycling is generally rather exceptional (only 2 plants do use
the option of cold recycling since in latter case the re-use of RA is limited to maximum 20%). Out of
the 41 production plants, only 6 are equipped for a continuous production (drum mixer). All other (35
in total) are batch plants (charge production).
The maximum content of reclaimed asphalt in a freshly produced asphalt mix is in case of base
courses around 45-50% and for surface courses between 25-30% (figures valid in case of dense
asphalt concrete only). Experiments are reported where up to 70% RA has been introduced in a base
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course or where porous asphalt is recycled in a freshly prepared porous asphalt mixture (up to 20%
RA).
The maximum capacity of an asphalt plant when RA is used is around 270t/h as compared to the
300t/h when no RA is introduced (decrease of about 10%). It is pointed out that both the moisture
content as well as the economic benefits of using RA are decisive factors in this context.
Fresh materials added during the mix in plant recycling are aggregates, filler and a softer binder (e.g.
70/100). The quantities depend on the composition of the RA and the newly produced asphalt mix.
The mixing time is prolonged for about 10s when RA is used. No special additives such as adhesion
promoters and renovators are used.
Several problems are encountered when using RA:






The presence of tar used in the past. It is strictly forbidden to recycle tar containing RA in either
hot or cold process.
The (very) low penetration grade of RA when dealing with porous asphalt.
The discontinuous grading of RA originating from SMA limits to some extent its reuse.
The rounded aggregate shape of gravel (frequently used in the past but for environmental reasons
its exploitation is nowadays restricted) limits its reuse in base courses
The presence of thermoplasts occurring in road markings (kept apart to avoid problems)

The moisture content of RA varies between 3 - 4%. No specific table is used in practice to determine
the temperature evolution. If needed, adaptations or corrections are made relying on the practical
experience of the plant operator.
In the Netherlands, experience with PmB is common although to a far lesser extent as compared to
Belgium. This is due to the fact that far less SMA mixtures with PmB are used (preferred choice on a
highway is porous asphalt) and a greater awareness at the start of the materials cycle of possible
recycling problems in the future with for example SBS modified binders.
If used RA containing PmB is to be used in combination with ‘normal’ unmodified RA in order to
avoid sticking problems (similar solution as in Belgium). No cold feed bins are utilized for RA
containing PmB.
Generally, modifications to asphalt plants in order to facilitate recycling were made in the nineties.
Further optimisations were implemented more recently. Latter include:





Optimization of the material flux in the parallel drum by adapting its length and/or the position of
the paddles.
Pre-heating of RA using hot air in a separate chamber in order to avoid the “burning” of the
bitumen and reduce emissions.
The covered storage of RA in order to minimize moisture content
The separate storage of different types and qualities of RA (e.g. porous asphalt, PmB, gravel
containing RA…).

It is reported that the use of RA results in an increased need for fuel at the plant level (estimated to be
around +10–15%). However, considering the entire LCA of the use of RA, less CO2 is produced since
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far less new materials are needed. Moreover, this is particular the case in the Netherlands where
natural resources with regards to aggregates is very scarce. In this context, the road administration is
taken initiatives to stimulate the sustainable development in the future by working (in collaboration
with the sector) on appropriate frameworks (e.g. for a given project or production site).

2.5 Portugal
2.5.1 Introduction
The analysis of the information collected among asphalt producers / contractors in several countries
reported in Deliverable 4.2 [1] has led to the conclusion that the majority of “potential” case studies
involved asphalt batch plants and not continuous drum mix plants. Taking into account that some of
the Portuguese responses to the WP4.3 Questionnaire comprised the use of continuous drum mix
plants for hot in plant recycling, it was decided to select this type of application as case study from
Portugal.
The selected case studies refer specifically to the production of hot mix asphalt mixtures incorporating
up to 40% of RA for application as regulating/binder courses.
One of the applications was made in the frame of rehabilitation works of a stretch of a motorway (A1)
located in the centre of Portugal (Figure 4), where 15% to 25% of RA milled from the motorway was
used for the production of the new asphalt binder mixture. The motorway owner is “Brisa - Autoestradas de Portugal S. A.” and the asphalt producer / contractor was “Tecnovia, SGPS”, who
provided significant data to this case study, not only through the questionnaire but also through
interviews [3][4][5].

Figure 4 : Motorway A1 between km 153,775 (Pombal) and km 181,556 (Condeixa-a-Nova)
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The other case study concerns the production of hot mix asphalt applied in a binder course on a
National road (EN 105) in the North of Portugal, using 40% of RA, which had been milled from
another rehabilitation work in the region (Figure 5). The information concerning this case study was
provided by the contractor “Monte e Monte, S.A.” and also collected directly by LNEC, who
followed-up the works [6].

Figure 5 : National road EN 105 between km 5,718 (Travagem) and km 22,500 (Santo Tirso)

2.5.2 RA characteristics and mix design
Reclaimed asphalt (RA)
For both jobs, the RA was produced by the contractor, through milling of wearing or binder courses of
the existing pavements. The reclaimed asphalt was stored for a short period next to the asphalt
concrete drum mix plant (Figure 6) in order to be used in the production of hot mix asphalt for
application in the new binder course [4].
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Figure 6: Storage of reclaimed asphalt in stockpiles in the bituminous mix plant

The homogeneity of the RA stockpiles was monitored before introduction into the asphalt mixture,
based in the following characteristics:
•

Grading of the RA

•

Grading of the aggregates

•

Binder content

•

Penetration and softening point of the recovered binder.

Figures 7 to 11 and Tables 1 and 2 present some examples of results obtained.
Particularly, Figures 7 and 8 show reclaimed asphalt (RA) grading curves assessed in the framework
of A1 Motorway and EN105 National Road rehabilitation works, respectively.
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Figure 7: Reclaimed Asphalt (RA) grading curves (Motorway A1)

Figure 8: Reclaimed Asphalt (RA) aggregate grading curves (EN 105; stockpile no. 1 was rejected)

Figures 9 to 11 show the bitumen content and the recovered binder properties of the RA samples
collected from the existing asphalt concrete wearing courses in Motorway A1. The average values
obtained for different milled zones, are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 9: Binder content in RA samples (Motorway A1)
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Figure 10: RA recovered binder penetration (Motorway A1)

Figure 11: RA recovered binder softening point (Motorway A1)
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Table 1: Reclaimed Asphalt (RA) binder content and penetration average values for different milled zones (Motorway A1)

RA samples group
identification

RA binder content, %

RA binder penetration (25ºC,
100g, 5s), 0,1 mm

Group 1

5.4

13

Group 2

4.9

12

Group 3

4.9

11

Group 4

5.1

14

Group 5

5.1

10

Group 6

4.8

11

Table 2 shows the bitumen content of the RA samples from stockpiles no. 1 and no. 2, at the EN 105
National Road. The samples from stockpile nº2 had similar grain sizes (
Figure 8) and variations in the binder content not higher than 0.5%. This was considered within
acceptable limits of variability and therefore, the material from stockpile nº2 was used for the new
asphalt mixture.
Table 2: Binder content in the Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement samples (EN 105)

Property

Stockpile no. 1 (rejected)

Reclaimed binder content,
%

Stockpile no. 2
(accepted)

Sample
1.1

Sample
1.2

Sample
1.3

Sample
1.4

Sample
2.1

Sample
2.2

6.1

4.3

5.0

4.7

6.4

5.9

Table 3 presents the results for the recovered bitumen characterization from stockpile Nº2.
Table 3: Characteristics of the reclaimed binder (EN 105; stockpile no 2)

Property

Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement from stockpile no.
2

Needle penetration (25ºC, 100g, 5s), 0,1 mm

15

Softening point by the Ring and Ball method,
ºC

68

Mix design
One of the difficulties associated with mix design for high percentages of addition of RA is to comply
with the grading specifications.
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Figure 12 illustrates the aggregate mix gradation obtained for the A1 Motorway, with 25% addition of
RA, using the following aggregate mix composition:
•

Reclaimed aggregate:..... 24.1 %

•

16/24 mm fraction: ........ 22.2 %

•

9/16 mm fraction: .......... 15.4 %

•

5/9 mm fraction: .............. 5.8 %

•

0/5 mm fraction: ............ 28.0 %

•

added limestone filler: ..... 1.0 %

Figure 12: Gradation of aggregate mixture for motorway A1 (25% of RA)

Figure 13 illustrates the aggregate mix gradation obtained for the EN 105 job, with 40% addition of
RA, using the following aggregate mix composition:
•

Reclaimed aggregates: ... 37.8 %

•

14/20 mm fraction: ........ 14.2 %

•

10/14 mm fraction: .......... 9.5 %

•

6/10 mm fraction: ............ 9.5 %

•

0/6 mm fraction: ............ 21.8 %

•

Filler:................................ 1.9 %
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Figure 13: Gradation of aggregate mixture for National road EN 105 (40% of RA)

For both jobs reported in this chapter, the determination of the optimum binder content was performed
by the Marshal method. The final binder content was around 5.4 %.
In the case of Motorway A1, a 70/100 penetration grade bitumen was adopted for use with 25% RA,
in order to get a final binder with similar properties to the 35/50 penetration bitumen normally used in
Portugal. In the case of the EN 105 job, the virgin binder was a pen 35/50 and therefore, the final
binder would be somewhat harder than usual.

2.5.3 Production
The production of the asphalt mixture was done with continuous drum mix plants, using a procedure
described in the WP4.3 Questionnaire [1] as “Heating reclaimed asphalt together with hot mix of
stone fractions” (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Used continuous drum mix plant configuration

In both jobs, the RA material was introduced half way through the drum mixer, though a special
device in the drum (Figure 15 and Figure 16). Accordingly, the RA was heated together with the
aggregates, but protected from direct contact with the burner flame.

Figure 15: Introduction of RA material in the continuous drum mix plant – Motorway A1

Figure 16: Introduction of RA material in the continuous drum mix plant – EN 105
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The drum mix plants were both manufactured by “Ermont”, having a nominal capacity of
320 ton/hour, in the case of A1 motorway.
Due to the fact that, in both jobs, there was no protection of the RA stockpiles from climatic factors, at
some point, the water content of RA was increased, which was overcome by a decrease in the amount
of RA in the mixture. In the case of the A1 motorway, when the RA content was decreased to 15%,
there was an adjustment to the type of virgin binder: the pen 70/100 binder was replaced by pen 50/70
bitumen.
2.5.4 Mix properties and conclusions
During the job of the A1 motorway there was a close monitoring of the binder properties of the final
mixture, among other characteristics. Figures 17 and 18 and Table 4 illustrate these results.

Figure 17: Penetration of the recovered binder of the final mixture applied in the A1 (25% RA; pen 70/100 virgin
binder)
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Figure 18: Softening point of the recovered binder of the final mixture applied in the A1 (25% RA; pen 70/100
virgin binder)
Table 4 : Summary of results for characterization of binders

Property

Penetration

Softening point (ºC)

Average value
(0,1mm)

Variation
coefficient
(%)

Average value
(0,1mm)

Variation
coefficient
(%)

RA recovered bitumen

15

18

68

4

New added bitumen

76

11

47

3

Recycled mixture bitumen

55

16

54

4

In the EN 105 study, stiffness modulus and fatigue tests were performed at controlled strain, using a
sinusoidal load with a frequency of 10 Hz, according to the procedure described in ASHTO TP8. The
tests were performed at a temperature of 22 ºC, since this was the design temperature of the asphalt
layer corresponding to the site’s climatic conditions.
A stiffness modulus of about 4000 MPa was achieved, and Figure 19 shows the obtained fatigue life
(that was defined as the number of loading cycles leading to a reduction of 50% in the initial flexural
stiffness).
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Figure 19: Hot recycled asphalt mixture fatigue life

From the results presented above, it can be concluded that hot asphalt mixtures with up to 40 % of RA
can be successfully produced using continuous drum mix plants with minor adaptations.

2.6 Slovenia
In Slovenia less than 10% of RA is recycled. The most common process of RA recycling is "mix in
plant", only on long stretches "mix and place" process is used. In Slovenia, the asphalt plants do not
have “black drums” so usually from 5% to 30% of RA is added to the fresh material. Reclaimed
asphalt is so heated indirectly with hot mix of stone fractions.
In frame of Re-Road project mix of oil, paraffin wax and bitumen (STORBIT) was used as
rejuvenator. In asphalt plant Podutik test production of asphalt mixtures AC 16 surf B 70/100 with
50% RA was conducted, which is much more than is usual in Slovenia. Produced asphalt mix was
built in the test field, which consists of two parts. In one part there is a mixture of asphalt containing
RA, in another part the asphalt mixture without RA.
Table 5: RA properties
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Sieving curve
0.063 mm

% (m/m)
11.0

0.25 mm

16.5

0.71 mm

25.8

2 mm

44.2

4 mm

60.8
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8 mm

79.9

11 mm

91.0

16 mm

98.8

Content of bitumen

% (m/m)

3.8

Softening point

0

78

penetration

mm/10

C

12

2.6.1 Laboratory mixture
Based on the properties of the materials following formulation has been prepared:
·
filler (LAŽE)
2.4 % (m/m)
·
0/16mm fraction (DOBREPOLJE)
27.2 % (m/m)
·
8/16mm fraction (DOBREPOLJE)
18.9 % (m/m)
·
0/16mm RA
48.5 % (m/m)
·
fresh bitumen (B 70/100)
2.4 % (m/m)
·
STORBIT
0.7 % (m/m)
On the basis of the formulation we prepared asphalt mixture in laboratory. Characteristics of
laboratory prepared mixture are given in Tables 6 and 7.
Table 6: Sieving curve of laboratory prepared asphalt mixture with RA

sieve mm
0.00 - 0.063
0.063 – 0.09
0.09 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.71
0.71 - 2.00
2.00 - 4.00
4.00 - 8.00
8.00 - 11.2
11.2 - 16.0
16.0 – 22.4

% (m/m)
8.8
0.8
4.0
7.3
14.1
14.0
21.8
16.0
12.8
0.4

fraction
filler

% (m/m)
9.6

sand

25.3

course

65.1

∑% (m/m)
8.8
10
14
21
35
49
71
87
100
100

Table 7: Volumetric properties of laboratory prepared asphalt mixture with RA

Property

Unit

Method

Value

Category

Bitumen content

% (m/m)

EN 12697-1

5.1

Bmin3,0

Void content

% (V/V)

EN 12697-8

1.9

Vmin1,5,
Vmax5

Voids filled with
bitumen

% (V/V)

EN 12697-8

86.9

VFBmin75,
VFBmin89
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Bulk density

kg/m3

EN 12697-6

2485

/

Maximal density

kg/m3

EN 12697-5

2532

/

2.6.2

Production

For test production ZAG bought 900 kg of Storbit in 5 kg plastic bags (Figure 20). Other option
buying whole cistern of additive was too expensive.
Test production of asphalt mixtures AC 16 surf B 70/100 with 50% of RA and containing STORBIT
was conducted on an asphalt plant type WIBAU WKM 130 road company “CESTNO PODJETJE
LJUBLJANA d.d.“. For the purpose of the test field, which consists of two parts, namely part of the
asphalt mixture prepared using RA and part with "normal" asphalt AC 16 surf B 70/100, also normal
AC 16 surf B 70/100 was produced.

Figure 20: Additive was delivered in 5 kg plastic bags. In the back is mixture of RA (not only surface layers).

Test production was carried out in early December. It was raining and the average outside temperature
was 10°. Pile of RA was dry and under the roof, but during production RA was transported to cold
feed bin without roof. Thus, we were unable to determine average moisture of RA during production.
RA was continuously added at the end of dryer drum, with dosing conducted visually by setting a
speed of convey belt. At such production RA is heated indirectly with mineral mixture in hot elevator.
In order to ensure proper mixing temperature, the mineral mixture must be heated to higher
temperatures. For such a high proportion of RA the temperature of stone aggregate mixture should be
increased for at least 100° (to at least 250°C), but this technology does not allow such temperatures.
But with used additive production temperature can be lower. By measuring the mass of RA entering
the production system, we provided at the first phase dosing 50% of RA. Mineral mixture in the drum
dryer was heated to 220-230° and the production temperature of the asphalt mixture in a mixing drum
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was 110-150° C. Due to the small stone aggregate mass flow through the dryer drum in these
conditions of production fume temperatures were to high. To ensure proper operation of the asphalt
plant, it was necessary to slightly decrease RA content. Estimated share of RA in new asphalt
mixtures in steady state conditions was 40 - 45%. In addition to production temperature correction of
the mixing time was required, to provide an even distribution of additive in asphalt mixtures. Mixing
time was prolonged from 40s to 48s. We were not able to prolong mixing time for more than 8s due to
software limitations. In the produced asphalt mixture we still noticed some unmixed granules of RA.

Figure 21: Final temperatures of stone aggregate in the drum and asphalt mixture

Plastic bags containing additive were manually added in the mixer. Two bags (2x5 kg) were added on
charge.

Figure 22: Storbit was manually added in the mixer

From the results of laboratory tests it can be seen that both mixtures have similar mechanical and
volumetric properties. Mixture containing RA is a bit less resistant on compaction and less sensitive to
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water than the "classical" asphalt mixture. Properties of produced mixtures are given in Tables 8 and
9.
Table 8: Properties of produced asphalt mixture with RA

property

Unit

Method

AC 16 surf
B 70/100

Category

5.0

AC 16 surf
B 70/100
with RA
4.9

Bitumen content

% (m/m)

EN 12697-1

Void content

% (V/V)

EN 12697-8

2.2

1.8

Vmin1.5.
Vmax5

Voids filled with
bitumen

% (V/V)

EN 12697-8

84.6

86.8

VFBmin75.
VFBmin89

Bulk density

kg/m3

EN 12697-6

2462.6

2476.3

/

Maximal density

kg/m3

EN 12697-5

2517.5

2521.4

/

Marshall stability at
60 °C

kN

EN 12697-34

10.4

11.0

≥4

Marshall flow at 60
°C

mm

EN 12697-34

2.6

3.3

/

Marshall stiffness at
60 °C

kN /mm

EN 12697-34

3.9

3.4

≥ 1.5

ITSd (at 25oC)

kPa

EN 12697-12

929.5

769.1

/

ITSw (at 25oC):

kPa

EN 12697-12

888.3

773.6

/

Water sensitivity
ITSR (ITSw /ITSd):

%

EN 12697-12

95.6

100.6

≥ 80

EN 12697-10

30.7

24.5

/

Compactibility
C/0.0202 (at 148 0 C)

Bmin3.0

Table 9: Sieving curve of produced asphalt mixture with RA

sieve mm
0.00 - 0.063
0,063 – 0,09
0,09 - 0,25
0,25 - 0,71
0,71 - 2,00
2,00 - 4,00
4,00 - 8,00
8,00 - 11,2
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11,2 - 16,0
16,0 – 22,4
22,4– 31,5

2.6.3

100
100

96
97
100

Test field

At the test field both asphalt mixtures were built in. Asphalt mixture without RA had temperature
around 170 ° C, a mixture prepared with RA and additive had temperature around 100° C, but was
manually built in also at 70° C. Much lower temperature means also much lower energy consumption
in the production of asphalt mixtures, and thus reduced greenhouse gas emissions. When installing
asphalt, this means less emission of bitumen fumes and vapours, and thus less harmful to the health of
workers.

Figure 23: On the test field workers were also manually building in asphalt mixture containing RA

Figure 24: Temperature of asphalt mixture containing RA on the test field
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Compaction of both asphalt mixtures on the test field took place without problems. Asphalt mixture
containing RA was even compacted a bit easier. Better and easier was also realization of joints and
manual work.
Table 10: Properties of built in asphalt course with RA
Sample and
temperature

Bulk
density

Thickness

EN
126976
kg/m3

EN
1269736
mm

After 1 week
with RA on
55 0C

2388

After 1 week
« Classical »
on 55 0C
After 1 week
with RA on
50 0C
After 1 week
« Classical »
on 50 0C
After 1 year
with RA on
55 0C
After 1 year
« Classical »
on 55 0C
After 1 year
with RA on
50 0C
After 1 year
« Classical »
on 50 0C

Void
content

Compacti
on degree

Average
rut depth

Proporc.
rut depth
PRDAIR

Rate of rut
propagatio
n WTSAIR

EN
1269722
%

EN
12697-22

%

62

%
(V/V)
5,1

EN
1269722
mm

97,0

6.22

10

0.28

2407

60

4,5

97,2

4.17

7

0.13

2390

67

5,1

97,1

5.9

8.8

0.21

2418

68

4,1

97,6

5.05

7.4

0.1

2394

76

4,9

97,2

1,84

2,4

0,08

2418

63

4,1

97,6

3,98

6,3

0,20

2381

74

5,4

96,7

1,02

1,4

0,04

2417

63

4,1

97,6

2,96

4,7

0,10

mm/1000

Tests on asphalt cores taken from the test filed confirmed appropriate compaction degree and void
content of asphalt layers. Wheel tracking test 1 week after production performed on cores performed
for both types asphalt layers showed a slightly lower resistance to the formation of ruts for asphalt
layer containing RA, but after 1 year layer containing RA was more resistant to permanent
deformations. All asphalt properties are within acceptable limits.
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2.7 Sweden
2.7.1 The Swedish Experience Regarding the Production of Hot Recycled
Asphalt at a Central Plan
2.7.1.1
Background
In general, hot mix recycling is the process in which reclaimed asphalt (RA) materials are mixed with
new materials such as asphalt binder and aggregate to produce recycled asphalt mixtures. The RA
materials can be obtained by milling or ripping and crushing operations of the old existing pavements.
In Sweden 1998, there were more than 20 asphalt plants adapted for hot-mix recycling. The
incorporation of RA in new mixtures ranged between 10-50% depending on the plant. However, the
number of plants that have been modified for recycling has increased over years. Furthermore, hot
recycling asphalt mixes have been used for all types of asphalt courses and unlike cold and half-warm
recycling, hot recycled asphalt can be used in high traffic road network also.
In many countries, hot recycling at a central plant is an established technique that has been in use for a
long time. In Sweden, interest has been increased significantly in this technology and a series of new
investments for asphalt works have been made in recent years. However, hot recycling at central plant
that is suitable for stationary, large plants as well as smaller plants of mobile type is available. The
process involves mixing of RA materials, warm or cold, with virgin mixes. Preheating of RA
materials enables higher incorporation of RA as compared to the addition of cold RA materials.
In general, mixing percentages of less than 20% are recommended for manufacturing in a batch mixer
plant and less than 50% are recommended for manufacturing in a drum mixer plant. When the RA
materials are heated in the parallel drum, higher percentages can be incorporated and there are
examples of up to 100% recovery rate by using the parallel drum. Furthermore, it is worth to mention
that the recycling level is affected by the RA compositions and properties, the moisture content and
the type of mixes to be produced.
2.7.1.2 Different Manufacturing Processes
Varieties of processes have been developed in hot asphalt recycling technique. The differences lie in
the heating of the RA materials, mixing procedure and the overheating of the stone materials. A
common feature of all methods regarding hot recycling is that the RA materials mixed with the virgin,
hot asphalt mix. Due to the fact that batch mixer is the predominant type of asphalt plant in Sweden;
most methods of recovery are associated with this technique.

.
2.7.1.3 Batch mixing plants
In a batch mixing plant, the RA materials can be added in the following manners as shown in Figure
25:
1- Directly into the feed mixer - the RA materials are heated by the hot stone materials of the
mixes.
2- To dried and heated aggregates in the heating conveyor - the RA materials are heated by the
hot stone materials available.
3- In the main drying drum, usually a bit into the drum, the RA materials are heated by the stone
material.
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4- In a separate drying drum, "parallel drum", the RA materials are heated in the drying drums.

1) Mixing directly in the mixer

2) Mixing in the heating conveyor

3) Mixing in the drying drum

4) Mixing in the parallel drum

Figure 25: Schematic layout of the work for batch manufacture of hot recycled asphalt. Blue-colour surfaces indicate
where the RA materials are added to the process (Source: New Asphalt as given in [7]).

In the procedure of the first three methods, stone materials, in varying gradations, must be overheated
to assure adequate temperature for the mix. Overheating of the aggregates involves some additional
hardening of the new binding agent and to some extent the aged one. However, when parallel drum is
used, overheating of stone material is not required. The flue gases emitted from the parallel drum are
burned in the ordinary drum, which means that this produces reduces gas emissions. Basically, by
using the first three procedures, can up to 20-25% RA materials be added to the mixtures (at 3%
moisture content) while heating through parallel drum allows greater involvement of RA materials.
Figure 26 provides correction lines of stone material temperature in regards to RA percentage that
give the desired mix temperature. This type of manuals is usually available for most asphalt plants.
However, table 11, illustrates the corrected mix temperature with respect to the RA materials weight
and its moisture content.
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Required mix temperature,°C

180

170

10
160

15
20
25

150

30
Percentage of mixed RA by weight
140

130

120
160

180

200

220

240

260

280

Stone materials temperature, °C

Figure 26: Relationship between stone materials temperatures, RA content, and the final temperature of the mix [7].
Table 11: Correction of stone materials temperature with respect to the moisture content of RA [7].

Percentage
of RA by
weight

1

10
15
20
25
30

4
6
8
10
12

Content of moisture in RA, % by weight
2
3
4
5
O
Elevation of temperature ( C)
8
12
16
20
12
18
24
30
16
24
32
40
20
30
40
50
24
-

6
24
36
48
60
-

2.7.1.4 Continuous mixing plants
In continuous mixing plants, the heating of the RA materials takes place either with aggregate in a
combined drying and mixing drum or in a parallel drum. Surly, this type of plants is preferred for
large volumes with a little heterogeneity in mixtures and they have usually capacities between 200600 tons / hour. Continuous -mixing plants are adapted for asphalt recycling, and there are several
techniques that have been developed for this purpose. Basically, there are three different methods for
heating of RA materials in the drum; the first one takes account of directly heated RA by an open fire,
the second one involves indirect heating of RA by an open fire and the third one incorporate heating
of RA by overheated stones. Sometimes the drum mixer plant is provided with a double drum (inner
and outer drum) in which the RA materials are preheated separately in the outer drum. In the drum
mixer plant, the amount of reclaimed asphalt to be added varies from 5 - 80% depending on the plant
equipment. Even for continuous mixing plants, there are manuals that describe the relationship
between aggregate temperatures, moisture content in RA, as well as the percentage of RA
incorporated. The mixing time is particularly important to obtain good quality recycled asphalt mixes
and therefore it is adjusted with respect to the amount of RA that can be incorporated. Here, it is worth
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to mention that the RA should not be exposed to extremely high temperature as it causes pollution due
to smoke emission, see Figure 27.

Figure 27: Drum mixing plant. The RA materials are added in the end of the drying drum, before the mixer, see the arrow
[7].

2.7.1.5 General Applications

General Information
Hot recycled mixes produced in the plant have been used as a surface, binder, and base course on
constructing roads where the hot new manufactured mixes usually exist. In principle, hot recycling of
cold and half-warm coating types should be avoided or requires special investigation. Concerning
many RA assessments and analysis tools, hot recycled coating is well suited for objects that are close
to stationary asphalt plant and is primarily a technique for high-traffic roads, streets in urban areas or
for areas where the demands are especially high. In actual fact, the method can be used where hot new
mixes usually used. Some attempts in the middle of 80th showed that it was quite possible to mix up
to 25% RA materials of a homogeneous, cold milled coating material without affecting the
composition of the mixes negatively. The properties and homogeneity of the recycled asphalt mixtures
was also as good as for the reference mixes.
As expected, the number of recycled asphalt processes has been increased markedly when many
recycling plants have been built recently in Sweden and in most cases, the incorporated percentages of
RA range from 10 to 40%.
Regarding hot recycling of drain and skeleton asphalt mixtures, stone rich and open coatings put very
high demands on both proportioning and design to assure coatings of high quality and performance.
Incorrect material composition, separation, or poor compaction can lead to early damage with short
life roads as a result. Therefore, special care and attention should be considered when these mixtures
would be recycled.
Fundamentally, hot recycling is recommended in most countries for the binder and base courses while
for wearing courses a degree of caution prevails, especially for the drain and skeleton asphalt mixes.
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The latter coating types have very high demands on sound blending, beside careful execution of
sustainability should be satisfied. These demands must be considered in the method selected.
Suitability to Hot Recycling
In order to get a good performance of the RA coatings, the old asphaltic materials should not be too
aged. Principally, at low RA materials involvement, the RA characteristics sound less important.
Softening point and penetration of the extracted binder are usually used to describe the aging and
hardening of the RA. On the whole, it should be clearly described in the working recipe if the RA
materials will be added to the new asphalt mixes. If so, how much RA materials have been included.
Furthermore, the penetration and softening point of the added RA materials should be reported. For
newly manufactured coating mixes, the National Road Administration allows the blending of RA
materials in accordance with TBV-coating 99 as follows:
•
max 20 % for wearing courses,
•
max 30 % for binder and base courses.
This applies on condition that the binder in the RA materials is not too hard and the change in
softening point is not greater than that provided in the ATB Road for virgin mixtures. One of the
conditions is that the RA should not contain tar and other harmful substances besides the fact that the
requirements of the corresponding coating mixes manufactured with virgin materials should be
fulfilled.
Adding of a New Binder (Bitumen or Rejuvenating Agent)
Normally, common bitumen has been used in the mixes during hot recycling at a central plant. This
means that bitumen of penetration grade ranges from B 85 to B 180 has hitherto been used. One way
to compensate for the binder aging that might be encountered when using old mixes is to select a
slightly softer binder, e.g. B 120 instead of B 85 according to the National Road Administration
(TBV-coating 99). However, the new binding agent must be compatible (miscible) with the old one.
Rejuvenation agents (usually oil distillates and sometimes-containing solvents) are not used in
Sweden during hot recycling in a central plant, but it has been used in the remixing. This type of
additives has the intention to penetrate into a mixture and soften the aged binder. Together with
environmental reasons, this type of binder (which can cause health and environmental hazards) should
be avoided.
Transport, Layout and Compaction
Usually, the hot recycled mixes do not differ significantly from the conventional one, and therefore
could be treated in the same manner. Correspondingly, it is important to minimize the risk of
separation during the loading and unloading of the mixes as well as during the transportation and lying
down. Mixes containing RA materials are seen in many cases as easy to handle, smooth and lightly
compacted. Furthermore, the consistency is just as good as for conventional mixes.
Aging of Bitumen in Old Coatings
It is well known that bitumen aged with time, in particular by oxidation, causing changes in coating
characteristics. Over time, the asphaltic material becomes brittle and more sensitive to fracture due to
binder hardening effects. Therefore, in order to compensate binder aging, extra binder (more than
normal) may be added to the new mixes. If the binder has hardened too much, hot recycling should
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not be selected and instead cold or half-warm recycling should be recommended. It is important to
remember that the old coatings have binders of partial loss of properties, which limit the proportion of
RA materials to be added to the mixes. Therefore, some caution is recommended when dealing with
hot recycling which is often intended for coatings used for heavy traffic roads, where the requirements
for good performance are high. With reference to figures 28 and 29, characteristics of recovered
binder from old coatings of varying ages are presented.
Along with Figure 28, the binders penetration were originally about 85 or 180, but then the
penetrations had subsequently declined (hardened) by heating that took place during mix production
or by aging of the road over time. Furthermore, Figure 29 shows a relationship between the softening
point and the penetration of recovered binder.

Penetration (0,1 mm at 25°C)
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70
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40
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0
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ABT

ABS

ABT/AG

ABS

ABS

AEBÖ/ABT

ABT/AG

ABT/AG

Figure 28: An overview of the binder hardness (in terms of penetration) in old coatings of ABT, ABS and AG [7].
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Figure 29: Correlation between penetration and softening point of recycled binder from older coatings [7].
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In accordance with Figure 29, the softening point and the penetration grade are inversely proportional
to each other and a good correlation between them (R2=0.826) has been achieved.
Effect of RA Materials on the Mixture Properties s
A part of the Swedish experience that has been gained from hot recycling of asphalt mixtures is
presented in the following paragraphs. Issues highlighted are the impact of RA on the binder or
mixture / coating properties and durability.
Effect of RA Materials on the Softening Point Change
As well as the fact that the RA involvement can lead to hardening of the asphalt mix binder during
recycling and manufacturing, further hardening may took place after exposing this mixture to high
temperatures during manufacturing and/or long storage or long transport distances from the plants to
the delivery location. More porous RA types are also more oxidized than the tight one. Figure 30
shows to which extent may the RA affect the hardening of the binder in the recycled mixtures.

Softening point, °C

80
70
+7°C

60

+10°C

+11°C

50
40
30
20
10
0
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Binder
type
70/100

0%

40%

Figure 30: Effect of RA on the softening point changes of the binder in the asphalt mix [7].

It appears from Figure 30 that the RA involvement causes an increase of 3-4°C in the softening point
of the binder, the coating is of type ABS 11.
Effect of RA Materials on the Mechanical Properties
The incorporation of RA can have a stiffening effect on the asphalt coatings depending on the
involved quantities of RA materials as well as on the aging degree of the old binder. In addition to the
fact that the RA involvements affect the mechanical properties of the recycled mixtures, there are
several factors that influence the mix properties, e.g. the quantity of binder content, the binder
hardness, the voids content, the amount of aggregate incorporated, compaction and the presence of
moisture in the coating.
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In order to get a good idea about the effect of RA involvements on the mechanical properties of
recycled asphalt mixtures, several field follow ups programs have been implemented in Sweden. One
of these case studies was the use of recycled asphalt base course for Road Rv 40, delen Rya–
Grandalen. Regarding this case study, the asphalt mixes were manufactured by the Swedish Transport
Administration Productions Drum Mix Plant, ERMONT, in Rya. The RA materials consisted of 10 20 years old ABT and AG materials from road Rv 40.
A road trial was carried out to demonstrate the advantages and/or the disadvantages of hot recycled
Mix technology. The location of the trial was on the Road Rv 40 at delen Rya–Grandalen and the trial
sections consisted of totally six sections, four with pavement including RA at various percentages and
two reference sections with virgin asphalt mixture. In addition, the test sections consisted of both slow
and high speed lanes on a motorway and the road was opened for traffic in autumn 1997.
Several tests were carried out on drill cores extracted from these trial sections. A part of those tests
was to illustrate the variation in mechanical properties in term of the indirect tensile strength for core
samples collected in 1997, 1998 and 1999.
As illustrated in Figure 31, the follow-ups carried out at on road Rv 40 at the end of the first year of
service showed that the bore cores collected from test sections involved RA had higher indirect tensile
strengths than the reference sections which consisted of only virgin materials.
After ten years of traffic service, the differences in the indirect tensile strength had decreased between
the virgin asphalt materials and those include 20 and 40 % RA. The tensile strengths were still
somewhat higher for the materials that include RA as shown in Figure 32.
On the topic of water sensitivity of core samples extracted from road Rv 40 in 1997, 1998 and 1999,
the tests showed that even the water sensitivities were a little bit better for samples involved RA as
compared to virgin mixture samples (see Figure 33).
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Figure 31: Variation of the indirect tensile strength of core samples collected in 1997, 1998 and 1999 from road 40 [9].
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Figure 32: The Indirect tensile strength of core samples recorded in autumn 2007 [9].

Moreover, the bore cores showed that the water sensitivity was good in the slow traffic lane, with
bitumen type 70/100, but that it had got worse in the fast traffic lane, with bitumen type 160/220.
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Figure 33: Comparison of the indirect tensile ratio of core samples collected in 1997, 1998 and 1999 from road 40 [9].

During the first years there was clear positive effect of RA on the water sensitivity, partly depending
on the lower void content of the recycled material. The difference was not so clear after ten years of
traffic, but the tests from the two sections with 40 % RA content showed the highest ITSR values, as
illustrated in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: The indirect tensile strength ratio (ITSR), 7 days of storage. Drill cores tested in autumn [9].
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2.7.1.6 Conclusions
The attempts have been made to incorporate RA into HTM mixes show that a moderate RA
incorporation of (20-30%) does not affect the mixes composition or properties too much. The RA may
have a particular stiffening impact on the coating, while the resistance tends to be somewhat better. At
higher RA materials incorporations (between 30-50%), the mechanical properties are more sensitive.
Moreover, it may appear difficulties in meeting the requirements of ROAD 94 with respect to
gradation and the softening point rise. On this topic, it is still questioned whether the effect of aging
matches the aged binder as well as whether it is possible to involve greater amounts of RA if it is not
too aged. However, increased stiffness means that the road surface becomes more sensitive to cracks,
particularly at low temperatures, or the bearing capacity of the construction is low, but this is not
always a disadvantage. In well-constructed roads with tight coating layers, this effect is of secondary
importance. One way to counteract the RA stiffening impact can be to use a softer binder or to add
some more binder, which improves the materials resistance to fatigue.
2.7.1.7 Recommendations about the Requirements on Asphalt, Paving and Completed Road
Surfaces
According to the handbook for recycling of asphalt [7], there are no specific requirements for recycled
hot mixes (or instructions as Civil Aviation Authority or Fortification has). However, these
requirements can be used for hot recycling also. During the pre-testing, it is important to check if the
mixes manage the requirements of the softening point increase (up to +8 ° C). The aged binder in RA
materials, which can be relatively hardened, causes the increase in softening point rise higher than
normal and this should be taken into account during the proportioning of mixes.
In principle, recycled mixes should have similar flexibility, stiffness and fatigue properties as
conventional mixes of the same type. In many cases, this can be accomplished by using a softer binder
than that used usually in virgin mixes, provided that this will not lead to excessive deterioration in
stability. The significance of these properties will vary from case to case (road, traffic, climate,
bearing capacity, frost, etc.) which should be considered when selecting the RA, the type of binder
and the recipe of the recycled asphalt mixes. If RA materials have lower binder content than that
required by the working recipe, extra binder should be added to compensate this drawback. As a
result, weak recycled asphalt mixes might have low fatigue resistance and durability.
Surly, there are greater demands for airfield asphalt mixes in terms of stability and resistance to antiskid agents or anti-icing agent, which should be considered during hot recycling. This means that a
modified binder or other additives may be needed. If a higher durability demand is exist, an adhesive
agent should be added. However, during the proportioning and testing of recycled hot mixes, it is
recommended to implement functional test methods that provide relevant and sometimes necessary
information about the mixes and coating performance.

2.7.2 The Swedish Experience Regarding the Production of Half-Warm
Recycled Asphalt at a Central Plant
In general, hot mix recycling is the process in which reclaimed asphalt (RA) materials are mixed with
new materials such as asphalt binder and aggregate to produce recycled asphalt mixtures. The RA
materials can be obtained by milling or ripping and crushing operations of the old existing pavements.
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2.7.2.1 In General
During the half-warm recycling in a central plant, RA materials are usually heated up to about 50-80 °
C. The heating causes the RA to be more compactable and result in lower voids content in the mixture
than that achieved by cold recycling. Half-warm recycling works well with RA from half- warm
asphalt layer of softer binder, but also the recycling of cold or hot RA can be performed with this
technique. Half-warm recycling can be used for roads with a traffic volume up to AADT 2000
vehicles.
This type of mixture can sometimes be considered as somewhat unmanageable and difficult to be laid
down due to the fact that the old binder has been activated and become "sticky". Changes in
temperature, mixing of aggregate or mixing of softer binders can improve the consistency and
workability of the mixture. The binder consists of soft bitumen and the recycled mixture may be
consisted of only RA materials, binder and water, but in most cases 10-30% aggregates is added.
Here, it is worth to mention that the Swedish Transport Administration purchased in 1998 about 244
000 tons of half-warm recycled asphalt, of which the largest percentage were used at the Northern
Region.

2.7.2.2 Different Manufacturing Processes
The mixing plant used for half-warm recycling does not differ significantly from those used for cold
recycling and can also be used for newly manufactured half-warm and cold mixtures, see Figure 35.
Correspondingly, heating is provided by means of superheated steam, or by moderate heating in the
drying drum. Both continuous and batch mixing processes may take place (the latter predominates, see
Figures 36 and 37). In a variant of batch mixer, the RA is heated in the dosing unit with steam to a
temperature of 50-80 ° C before it is transported to the mixer. Approximately, the temperature of the
mixture ends up in the same level as the RA. However, the temperature of the mix is not only affected
by the steam temperature or mixing time but even by the temperature and moisture content of the RA
and the transport distance to the paver in addition to the prevailing weather conditions.
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Figure 35: Schematic diagram of a central plant for batch mixing of half-warm mixtures [7].

Figure 36: Manufacturing of half-warm mixtures in a batch mixer with steam heating [7].
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Figure 37: Manufacturing of half-warm mixtures in a continuous mixing plant. The RA and the aggregates are heated
moderately in a drying drum (on the left side of the picture) [7].

The mixing plants are easy to move from place to place and the start-up time after the transportation is
about 3-4 hours. The production capacity is around 100-150 tons per hour. In batch blending, the
batch size ranges are about 1.5-3.0 tons with a mixing time of about 20 seconds.
2.7.2.3 Reclaimed Asphalt
In order to get a mixture of homogenous and sufficient quality, the old asphalt pavement materials are
crushed (decomposed) and sorted. Milled asphalt pavement materials can sometimes have a suitable
composition, and therefore do not need to be crushed. For surface course, the largest stone size should
not exceed 16 mm whilst for base course; the largest stone size should not exceed 22 mm.
Correspondingly, when the RA materials are fractionated, these usually divided into fine and coarse
fractions. Suitable sorting can be 0-8 and 8-16 or 8-22 mm.
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Figure 38: Crushing and classification of RA materials [7].

2.7.2.4 Incorporation of Mineral Aggregates and Water
Incorporation of aggregates in the mixture may have several purposes, like:
• To improve the stability properties of the coating, especially if the RA materials contain too high
percentages of binder. In this case, whole crushed and coarse aggregate should be used (i.e. of size 816 or 8-22 mm).
• Making the mixture more workable to be laid down. However, sand or crushed gravel (rounded
materials) can provide better results than the whole crushed stone but it is important not to affect the
stability negatively to a large extent.
• Contribute to densify the porous coating. In this case, the added materials should be of grades 0-8 or
0-16 mm.
If the RA materials from the beginning contain a high proportion of stone aggregates, involvement of
additional stone aggregates should be avoided, especially if the mixture will be used for wearing
course. Stone rich half-warm recycled mixture can be liable to separation, the matter which should be
considered during unloading, transportation and paving processes.
It is important to mention that the addition of water during half-warm asphalt recycling is not to
optimize the compaction properties in the same manner as in the case of cold recycling. However, the
moisture content of the mixture is affected by a number of factors such as the water ratio in the RA as
well as in the stone materials, the way by which the mix is heated up and the final mix temperature.
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Furthermore, steam heating means that the mixture will exhibit higher moisture content. In drier
processes, i.e. heating in the drying drum, the moisture content will fall to lower levels. It is difficult
to provide optimum water content for the half-warm mixtures but experience has shown that paving
and compaction characteristics will be appropriate at about 4% water content. In some cases, water
involvement is likely to make the mixture workable.
2.7.2.5Involvement of new binder
In regard to half-warm recycling technology, soft bitumen is added as a new binder to the mixtures.
The various types of bitumen available in the Swedish market are reported in Table 12.
Table 12: Soft bitumen for half-warm asphalt recycling [7].

According to the According to CEN- Remarks
older specification
standard
MB 2 000
V1 500
The softest variant
V3 000
MB 5 000
V6 000
MB 10 000
V12 000
The hardest variant
The softest variants are aimed at recycling of softened coatings, type OG and MJOG or where flexible
properties of the coating are required. On the other hand, the harder variants aimed at recycling of
coatings where more rigid and stable characteristics are necessary. Sometimes, softer bitumen is used
even to compensate the binder aging of the old asphalt and to improve the mixture workability.
Regarding the additives used during half-warm recycling, a small amount of adhesive (amines, about
1.2% by weight of the added binder) should be added to the binder in order to make the mixture more
resistance to water.
It is important to distinguish between the half-warm recycling of asphalt concrete and asphalt gravel
(hot mass, ABT, AG) on one side and the coatings made with the softer binders such as asphalt
emulsion concrete (AEB, AEOG AEG), softened asphalt concrete (MJAB, MJAG, MJOG) and tarmac
(OG) on the other side. The latter type of asphalt pavements, known as the cold or half-warm mixture,
contains lower binder content and softer binders than hot asphalt mixtures, and therefore requires less
amount of new binder. Another difference is that the binder aging is less for cold and half-warm
coatings because they are not heated or only moderately heated during mix production and, therefore,
the binder is less affected.
2.7.2.6Characteristics of Newly Laid Coating
The road surface may initially be soft and sensitive to mechanical stresses, especially near the
roadsides and in exposed places. However, the surface is denser and harder than cold recycled asphalt
coating.
Normally, the coating hardens with time, but it will take some time before it reaches the final stage.
Separated surfaces and bad joints should be sealed in an early stage. Even if the road surface receives
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loss of materials during its first winter, it could become better next year but if the problem persists, the
coating should be sealed.
2.7.2.7Recommendations about the Swedish Requirements on Half-Warm Asphalt Recycling at
a Plant

Recommended Binder Content and Moisture Content
RA materials

The binder content in the RA should be between 3 to 6 % by weight. If the binder content exceeds 6%,
new aggregate should be added to the RA so that the desired binder content is achieved. The binder
content should be kept below 6% because at too high binder content, the coating can receive plastic
deformation.
However, the moisture content in the RA should be between 2 and 4% for recycled mixtures used as
surface course as well as binder course.
In order to get a mixture of optimum compaction characteristics, the optimal water ratio should be
maintained.
The added binder for half-warm recycling

The new binder should be added according to the following ranges:
 Recycled mixture for base course: 0.6 to 1.5 % by weight, the design value is 1.2%
 Recycled mixture for wearing course: 1.2-2.4 % by weight, the design value is 1.8%
The design value is adapted to the type of coating material to be recycled. The given values concern
the half- warm recycling of asphalt concrete (ABT) or asphalt-bound gravel (AG).
Regarding recycling of softened coating types (e.g. OG, MJOG, MJAB, and AEB), the design value
might be slightly lower.
Asphalt mixtures

The total binder content in the mixture (old binders and new soft bitumen) should be on the following
levels:
• For base course: 4.5 to 6.5% by weight.
• For wearing course: 5.5 to 7.5% by weight.
It is generally considered that for recycling of softened coating, the values will lie mostly within the
lower levels.

Recommended Demands on the Materials Incorporated
Here, the term “materials incorporated” referrers to the materials that are fed into the plant. According
to the demands, crushing and / or sorting of the RA must be performed in most cases. Consequently,
the following requirements can be set.
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RA materials

 The binder content and particle size distribution curve (extracted)
 The particle size distribution curve ((based on washed sieve analyses))
Similarly, the particle size distribution curve (based on washed sieve analyses) for half-warm
recycling is the same as for cold recycling.
The binder content (soft bitumen)

For roads with high demands on flexibility:
• Soft Bitumen with a kinematic viscosity <2000 mm² / s should be used.
For roads with demands on stiffness and stability:
• Soft bitumen with a kinematic viscosity between 5,000 and 10,000 mm² / s can be used.
The aggregates

 If the intention is to improve the stability, whole crushed materials should be added.
 If the intention is to improve the workability, only gravel or sand (rounded materials) should
be added.
 If the intention is to improve the mixture composition, both coarse macadam and fine materials
(sand) can be added.
Recommended Demands on the Recycled Mixtures
The quality control should include demands on binder content and water content in the mixture, as
well as demand for voids, stiffness modulus, indirect tensile strength, and water-sensitivity of
compacted specimens.
For streets and roads with AADT <500 vehicles or AADT/lane (truck) <50 vehicles
This category includes demands on the following topics:
-

The binder content and the particle size distribution of base course materials
The binder content and the particle size distribution of surface course materials
The water content

For streets and roads with AADT 500-1500 vehicles or AADT/lane (truck) ≥ 50 vehicles
In addition to the requirements of low volume traffic road category mentioned above, requirements on
compacted sample of recycled mixture should be considered also.
The following parameters can be included:
-

Voids content
Indirect tensile strength at +10 ° C
Stiffness modulus at +10 ° C
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- Marshall stability at +25 ° C
- Water sensitivity and indirect tensile ratio
However, the choice of the tests depends on the current coating type.
Recommended Demands on the Bituminous Layer Surface
The demands present in Road 94 can also be used (possibly with some modifications) for the halfwarm recycled coatings.
Correspondingly, the requirements pertaining to road surface are as follows:






Evenness (IRI value using the RST or straight edge),
Rutting (rut depth using the RST or straightedge),
Cross slope,
Stone loosening (visual method),
Friction (SAAB Friction Test).

Consequently, demands can be placed on relatively newly laid surfaces and / or after the warranty
period (1-3 years). The demand on friction should be valid directly after the construction and
throughout the warranty period on trafficked surfaces. On residential streets, it is difficult to measure
the evenness and the rut depth using the RST test vehicle because the road joints have more influence
on the results. However, it is important to note that a newly laid recycled coating is sensitive to
mechanical stress because the surface is initially soft and therefore this type of asphalt mixtures is
prevented to be used in exposed locations.
2.7.2.8Application Fields
Half-warm recycled mixture has been used mainly for surface course, but also to base course for low
to medium trafficked roads in northern Sweden. This type of coating has been tested even in
municipalities, but it has mainly focused on local roads in suburban areas and not in urban roads.
Softened coating types (MJOG, OG, AEOG, MJAB, MJAG, AEB, AEG) may advantageously be
recycled by half-warm methods. Correspondingly, in northern Norrland (the northern part of Sweden)
there are a large number of roads paved by half-warm recycled coatings. However, even hot mixtures
can be recycled using the half-warm recycling by adding softened binder.
2.7.2.9Damages that May Arise from Using Half-Warm Recycled Coating
The types of damages that are specifically related to the half-warm recycled coating are shown in
Figures 39 and 40 as well as Table 13.
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Figure 39: Deformations encountered in the first summer after the lying down of the coating [7].

Figure 40: Waves formations after the laydown and compaction operations have been completed due to mixture- related
problem [7].
Table 13: Some damage types related to half-warm recycled coatings [7].

Damage type

Probable cause

Plastic deformation

Too high binder content with respect to the binder viscosity
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Bleeding or greatly
blackened surface

A combination of high binder content and low voids content

Irregularities due to
sluggish laid mixture

- Worse consistency of mixture or inappropriate pavers
- Addition of too hard adhesive
- Inappropriate mass composition

2.7.3 The Swedish Experience Regarding the Production of Cold Recycled Asphalt at a
Central Plant
2.7.3.1 Background
Cold Recycling at a Central Plant has been developed in Sweden during the last decades. A variety of
cold recycling central plants have been developed or modified for cold mixtures in Sweden. For
instance, in 1997 there were more than 20 central plants in the country for the manufacture of virgin
or recycled cold mixtures.
Correspondingly, the production volumes have been increased in line with the technological
developments and the Swedish Road Administration tendered during the 1998 about 520 000 tons of
cold recycled materials.
The cold recycling at a central plant involves the addition of new binder as bitumen emulsion. In most
cases, water is added in addition to the new aggregates. Different variations of the mixing processes
have been developed to get the mixtures to be as homogeneous as possible, and to get the best
coverage of the aggregate with the binder. .
Cold asphalt mixtures may sometimes be sticky and therefore water is added to them due to the
lubricating effect of water on the mixtures.
It is important to note that the amount of new binder, water, and any added aggregates should be
evaluated in the laboratory before used in the field. The aim is to give the mixtures a suitable
composition and to ensure a good coating of the aggregate so that the mixture will have a long service
life.
Regarding the cold asphalt recycling in Sweden, up to 100% of the asphalt can be recovered but an
involvement of 10-15% new aggregate is common, in order for the mixture to be manageable and
flexible. Before the using of reclaimed asphalt pavement RA, all the RA materials should be crushed
and sieved first to a smaller parts and they are often be broken down and sorted according to their
origin or quality. In cold mixing, water is also added in order to improve mixing, paving and
compaction properties. As previously highlighted, if the RA already has high moisture content, there
is no need to add water to the mix. In Sweden, the binders commonly used in cold recycling are
bitumen emulsion based on soft bitumen with kinematic viscosity of 2000, 2200, 5000 or 10000 mm ²
/ s at 60 ° C.
The following paragraphs show three case studies of the Swedish experience in cold recycling of RA.
Issues presented are the performance of the plant cold recycled asphalt used as base course and
surface course in Swedish roads.
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2.7.3.2 Different Manufacturing Processes/Plants
Since the 1960s, a number of different types of cold mix plants that can be easily moved between the
different facilities have been developed. These plants are designed for manufacturing of new asphalt
as well as for asphalt recycling. Modern cold mix plants have the same precision as hot mix plants
have, even if the control systems are less extensive. In connection with the cold asphalt recycling,
neither the RA materials nor the added aggregates are heated; however, the temperature of the added
binder is between 50-70 °C.
In Sweden, the continuous mixing processes dominate, but also batch mixer exists (see Figure 41).
Normally, the continuous mixing plant produces 100-150 tons of RA mixtures per hour.
The common feature of plants is that they are easy to be moved and started-up a short time after
relocation (the process of relocation may take just few hours). This means that the technology is
suitable for small-scale operations since the installation can be close to the constructed road or the
store, which also reduces the transport requirements.

Binder Emulsion

The continuous or
batch mixing
processes

Water

Cold dosing unit for aggregates as
well as RA materials

Figure 41: Schematic diagram of cold asphalt recycling plant [7].

Continuous mixing plants
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Regarding these types of plants, normally, the input materials are assigned into two or three pockets
(e.g. two sorts of RA materials and one of aggregates) during the cold asphalt manufacturing. On the
conveyor between the cold dosing and the plant, the resulting agglomerate is assembled by a
continuous flow and then sent to the mixer where the emulsion and water are added. The mixing
occurs continuously and the mixer is usually equipped with counter-rotating bladed shafts
(compulsory mixer, as shown in Figure 42).

Figure 42: The principle of free fall mixer (to the left) and a picture of the compulsory mixer (to the right) [7].

The ready emulsion mixture is then discharged into a storage pocket, on the ground or directly to the
truck as shown in Figure 43. It is important to note that the mixing process may differ among the
different plants. In addition, there are several variants of progressive mixing of emulsions, RA
materials and aggregates in the mixer. In order for the coarse materials to get more uniform coverage
of the binder, usually they are added at the beginning of the mixer. For gentler mixing, a free fall
mixer is used.
An example of a case study in which a continuous mixing plant has been used to produce cold
recycled asphalt mixtures is that concerning road N-714, Vessigebro-Ätrafors in Hallands County.
In this case study, the RA materials were divided into two groups of 0-6 and 6-16 mm grading. New
aggregates of grading between 8-16 mm, were added to the RA materials. During the mixing process,
water was also added to the mixture. Correspondingly, the mixtures nominal thickness was 90 kg/m2
and the emulsion content was about 4.0 % by weight.
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Figure 43: The continuous mixing plant for cold asphalt [7].

Batch mixing plants
In batch mixer (see Figure 44), the process includes mixing of the cold RA materials with emulsified
bitumen.

Figure 44: Mixing plant for batch manufacturing of cold asphalt mixtures, type MX-30 Turbo [16].

In addition, water and aggregates may be added and mixing occurs in a batch-wise manner over a
period of 30 seconds. Typically, it includes rates between 1 000 and 1 500 kg but larger amounts may
be present. The materials are transported out using a conveyor belt, through a belt weighed system
from the cold dosing unit to the mixer. Here, emulsion is added, and if necessary water is added. Then
the final mixing takes place. After that, the asphalt mixtures are loaded from the mixer directly onto
the ground, or into the storage pocket.
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An example of a case study in which a batch mixing plant has been used to produce cold recycled
asphalt mixtures is that for road D-976, Strängnäs in Södermanlands County.
The emulsion ratio was 2.7% (relatively low) and about 10% aggregate and 3% water were added to
the mix. The RA materials had a penetration of 42 and a low binder content of 4.7%. However,
because of the low binder content, the RA mixtures were somewhat dry.
2.7.3.3 Associated Materials Incorporated into the Mix Design
To increase the mixtures miscibility as well as making the mixtures more manageable and
compactable, water should be added to the mix. The water can either be added to the RA materials or
to the mixer. If initially, the RA materials contain excessive moisture (> 5%), no water should be
added since the emulsion also contains water. Other factors that may affect the choice of water
addition are the emulsion ratio and the weather condition. Normally, in dry and hot weather, the water
involvements should be increased and in wet weather it should be decreased.
2.7.3.4Mixing of RA materials with water
In order for the mixture to get the best possible compaction properties, the optimal liquid ratio should
be adopted. In principle, the term “liquid ratio” refers to the emulsion ratio plus the water ratio in the
mixtures. Consequently, compaction curve is determined at different liquid or water ratios by means
of the heavy compaction or Marshall compaction to get the appropriate moisture content. For wellgraded materials (milled or crushed RA), usually the optimal liquid ratio is close to 7%. However, the
water content of RA materials is affected by the moisture in the heap, the added water and the
emulsion quantities. This means that if about 3% emulsion is added, the total water content in the RA
materials (the water already available in the RA materials plus the water being added) should be about
4%.
2.7.3.5 Adding of new aggregates
The incorporation of aggregates is done to increase the mixtures stability if the RA materials contain
high binder content (> 6%) and to improve the consistency and workability. If the RA materials from
the beginning contain high percentage of aggregates (> 20% natural material), i.e. the unbound
materials have come in passing during the excavation, the mixing of coarser aggregate (> 8 mm)
should be avoided, especially if the mixture will be used as a wearing course. Stone rich and cold RA
materials can become separation liable, the matter that should be considered during loading, transport
and construction. Otherwise the surface will suffer from aggregate ejection in the early stages.
2.7.3.6 Adding of a new binder
At cold asphalt recycling plants, one or more types of binders are incorporated within the PAP
mixtures and the binder is usually bitumen emulsion, but also the foamed bitumen may be used. In
principle, several types of binders are available but so far emulsions based on soft bitumen have been
commonly used. However, for recycling there are various emulsions as shown in Table 14.
Table 14: Common emulsions used in the cold recycling mixing plant [7].
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Type Designation According to older
specification

Remark

BE60M/V1500

BE 60M/2000

Based on soft bitumen

BE60M/V6000

BE 60M/5000

"

BE60M/V12000

BE 60M/10000

"

BE60M/160/220

BE 60M/B180

Based on harder bitumen

It is well known that the emulsions based on soft bitumen are directed to roads where flexible
properties are demand, such as roads with poor bearing capacity, uneven frost heave or where winters
are severe. Nevertheless, emulsions based on harder binders are directed to roads with higher demands
on the rigidity and stability. Correspondingly, when an emulsion containing stiffer adhesive
(viscosity> 12 000) is used, it is important that the mixture is not too stiff and difficult to handle, and
this should be considered when selecting the adhesive. A few test samples and laboratory tests can be
the basis for assessing the consistency. It is also important to find out if the mixing plant serves this
type of mixtures.
In addition, It is important to distinguish between cold recycling of asphalt concrete and asphalt gravel
(hot manufactured mixtures of kinds ABT, AG) and the coatings that are made using softer binders
such as asphalt emulsion concrete (AEB, AEG), softened asphalt concrete (MJAB, MJAG, MJOG)
and tarmac (OG). The latter, referred to as cold or half warm mixtures, contains lower binder content
than hot manufactured asphalt and therefore need less new binder. Another difference is that the
binder aging is less for cold and half warm coatings because they are not heated during the mixtures
production process and therefore do not become oxidized to the same extent as the hot mixtures.
In addition to the above, it is important to note that no additional adhesive needs to be added to the
cold asphalt mixtures as emulsions containing fatty amines.
2.7.3.7 Testing Programme of the Cold Asphalt Mixtures
The testing programme of the cold asphalt mixtures involves the following steps:
Sampling
This step includes the collection and/or extraction of the samples from the road or storage (e.g. in
accordance with the Swedish Transport Administration method description VVMB 620:2000).
Characterization of reclaimed asphalt
This step involves the following tests:
The binder content and the particle size distribution curve of the extracted material.
Penetration, softening point and the kinematic viscosity (60 ° C) on recycled binder (the soft bitumen).
Particle size distribution curve (according to the wet sieving) and the moisture content of the RA
materials.
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The material composition and the binder characteristics are used to determine the appropriate level of
binder during the proportioning and indicate whether the additional water and aggregate may be
required.
Proportioning
This step incorporates the following tests:
Preparation and curing of the test specimens
The air voids test as well as the stability tests (e.g. the indirect tensile strength test and/or the stiffness
modulus test
Water Sensitivity test (sometimes the mixture resistance against the freeze-thaw cycles)
However, the mixture proportioning is the main factor behind the selection of the working recipes.
Quality control of the mixture includes the following test:
The binder content, and the particle size distribution curve and the water content
Preparation and curing of test specimens
The air voids test as well as the stability tests (e.g. the indirect tensile strength test and/or the stiffness
modulus test.
Water Sensitivity test
The following sections provide a more detailed description of what data should be included in the
testing procedure of cold recycling mixtures.

2.7.3.8 Test Methods
The verification of the mixtures properties may include the following tests:
• Voids content
• Indirect tensile strength at +10 ° C
• Stiffness modulus at +10 ° C (the load distributing ability and flexibility)
• Stability using Marshall or dynamic creep test at +25 ° C
• Water sensitivity
• Freeze-thaw durability and salt susceptibility
• Consistency and coverage ratio.
Usually, the type of asphalt layers (base or wearing course) determines the test methods to be selected.
In principle, for wearing course, the water sensitivity and the indirect tensile strength are of great
importance, while for the base course, the stability and stiffness modulus tests are essential
characteristics.
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If the stresses are particularly stringent, e.g., if the road is salted, in an extremely humid location or
very heavy traffic takes place, the resistance and stability tests will be of great importance for the
selection of the recipes. Correspondingly, it is important that the particles (in the RA materials and the
aggregates) in the mixtures have a good coverage ratio, and the mixture is processable. However,
laying out a sample may be necessary to finally control the mixtures workability according to the
chosen working recipe.
2.7.3.9 Recommendations about the Swedish Requirements on Cold Asphalt Recycling at a
Plant

Recommended Binder Content, Moisture Content and Emulsion Quantities
RA materials
The binder content in the RA materials should be between 3.0 to 6.0 % by weight. At high levels of
binder, additional aggregate needs to be added so that the desired binder content can be achieved. At
high binder content levels, the coating can get plastic deformations while if the RA materials already
involve a low percentage of binder content, the coating may suffer from poor resistance in case that
only a small quantity of the new binder is added.
Correspondingly, the moisture content in the RA materials should be within the following ranges:
• Recycled mixtures for base courses: 3.0 to 5.0 % by weight.
• Recycled mixtures for surface courses: 2.0 to 4.0 % by weight.
Emulsion quantity
The added emulsion percentage using BE60M/V6000 (containing approximately 65% bitumen)
should be according to the following:
• Recycled mixtures for base course: 1.2 to 2.7 % by weight. The mix design value is 2.4% by weight.
• Recycled mixtures for wearing course: 2.2 to 4.2 % by weight. The mix design is 3.6% by weight.
The recommended mix design values listed above refer to cold recycling with BE60M/V6000 of
coatings containing penetration bitumen (hot manufactured asphalt, such as ABT and AG).
If the emulsion with softer or harder bitumen is used, the mix design value should be corrected for
this. The mix design value is also adapted to the type of coating to be recycled.
For softened coating (with bitumen or road oil, for example OG, MJOG and MJAB) which originally
containing less binder than the hot asphalt produced, the mix design value should be slightly lower
than the above values.
Asphalt mixtures
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The total binder content of the mixture (old and new binder) should be equivalent to the following
ranges:
• For base course: 4.5 to 6.5% by weight.
• For wearing course: 6.0 to 7.5% by weight.
When recycling softened asphalt, the values will fall within the lower levels.
In general, the amount and type of new binder is determined by the binder content in the RA
materials, how old the aged binder is, the original coating type, the addition of aggregate and whether
the recycled mixture will be used for base course or wearing course. Basically, more binder is added
to the recycled asphalt concrete and less binder is added to the softened coating types. Moreover,
wearing course also requires more binder than the base course. It is worth to mention that the Swedish
experience has shown that the amount of new binder is very important for the coating durability.
The total liquid content (i.e. the added amount of emulsion + the water ratio) in the RA materials
should be between 6.0 to 7.0%. Consequently, the optimum water content can be determined using the
compaction curve according to modified Proctor compaction or Marshall compaction (at three or four
water ratios) in RA materials or the asphalt mixtures.

Recommended Requirements for the Materials Incorporated
The term incorporated materials is refer to the materials that fed into the plant, and thus obviously it
may even include new materials. One of the demands is that crushing and / or sorting of the RA
materials should be performed in most cases.
However, the following requirements can be set:
RA materials
• The binder content level,
• The particle size distribution curve (based on washed sieve analyses).
Suitable particle size distribution curves (based on washed sieve analyses) of the material used in cold
recycling are shown in Figure 45. The proper particle size distribution curve must cross one of the
interior lines.
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Figure 45: The proper particle size distribution of the RA

The binder content (the emulsion)
For roads with demands for flexibility, it is recommended to use emulsions based on soft bitumen
with kinematic viscosity equal to or less than 6000 mm²/s.
For roads with higher demands on the stiffness and stability, it is recommended to use emulsions
based on bitumen with kinematic viscosity greater than 6000 mm²/s.
The aggregates
The aggregates should be prepared by appropriate fraction and quantity to meet the requirements of
the recycled asphalt mixture and coating. The mix design value of the additives can be set to 20%,
unless otherwise is recommended:
If the aim is to improve the stability, quite crushed materials should be added.
If the aim is to improve the workability, only natural gravel or sand (rounded materials) should be
added.
If the aim is to improve the mixture composition, both coarser (gravel) and fine materials (sand) can
be added.

Recommended Requirements for the Recycled Mixtures
The quality control should include the requirements for binder content and water content in pulp
samples, as well as demands on voids contents, stiffness modulus, indirect tensile strength, and water
sensitivity of compacted specimens as described below.
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For streets and roads with AADT <500 vehicles or AADT/per lane (truck) <50 vehicles
Requirements for recycling and control of the mixtures should be based on:
• The binder content in the base course,
• The binder content in the wearing course,
• Water ratio.
For streets and roads with AADT between 500-1500 vehicles or AADT/per lane (truck) ≥ 50 vehicles
In addition to the requirements for the category of low traffic road above, should also requirements for
compacted sample of recycled mixtures produced.
The following parameters can be included:
• The voids content
• The indirect tensile strength at +10 ° C,
• The stiffness modulus at +10 ° C,
• The stability of Marshall, at +25 ° C,
• Water sensitivity - adherence rates.
The selection of the tests is determined depending on the coating type

Recommended Requirements for the Coatings
The requirements of the ATB ROAD can also be used (possibly with some modifications) for cold
recycling coatings. Demands on the following properties of the coating are recommended:
• Evenness
• Rutting
• Cross slope
• Stone loosening
• Friction.
The requirements can be placed on relatively newly laid surface and / or after the warranty period (1-3
years). On residential streets it may be difficult to measure the evenness and the rut depth using the
RST test vehicle because the joints have more influence on the result.
It is important to note that the newly laid recycled mixtures are sensitive to mechanical stress because
the surface is initially soft and therefore this type of asphalt mixture should be avoided in exposed
locations.
2.7.3.10 Conclusion
Cold recycling technology has become more common in recent years and simultaneously undergone a
strong development in Sweden. Experience has shown that it is important that the amount of new
binder, water and aggregates should be asset through a proper pre-testing in the laboratory so that the
asphalt mixture exhibit a good composition which result in a good performance asphalt coating.
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In summary, the properties of the cold recycled mixtures as well as their appearance depend
significantly up on the available binder content and the magnitude of the new binder added. However,
different test roads showed that the cold recycling of mixtures had been prepared by adding a new
binder can result in good mixtures properties and serve well as surface and bearing courses for low-to
medium trafficked roads (AADT  1500). Among many tested trial sections in Sweden, it was found
that the best cold recycled sections in many respects equivalent to newly manufactured mixtures after
more than seven years of service and can manage likely many years of service (10-15 years) before
they need to be repaved.

2.7

United Kingdom

The vast majority of UK asphalt production utilises batch plants as a range of materials are generally
produced on a daily basis. The capability of these plants to add RA to the mixture varies considerably
from less than 10% up to 50% depending on the methods available to add RA to the mixture. Where
RA is only added in cold quantities can be very limited, whereas if the asphalt plant has a separate RA
dryer significantly increased quantities of up to 50% can be added.
A large asphalt plant facility in London was limited to RA of around 25% where the RA was added in
both cold and via the hot elevator with virgin aggregates being superheated to compensate. The
addition of a separate RA dryer significantly increased the potential to add RA with quantities of up to
50% and 30% being routinely added to base and binder course layers respectively. The RA stockpile
is screened and crushed to provide a 0/10mm material and this is added directly to the RA dryer. The
plant has the capability for two separate feeds of RA to be added but only one has been needed to
achieve the required level of RA addition. The stockpile itself is claimed to be regularly mixed to
minimize variations in material properties and routine measurements are made for recovered
penetration, softening point and grading. However, these results were not available from the asphalt
producer for this report to show the variability measured over time.
The increase in bitumen prices mean that the RA itself becomes an increasingly valuable resource and
could drive the market in terms of material suppliers making the investment into RA dryer at their
asphalt plants. Clients could also demand increased levels of RA which would also provide incentives
for investment in plant.
2.6.1 Surface course recycling
A feasibility study [17] undertaken into surface course recycling showed that the asphalt plant tended
to be the limiting factor in addition of RA to the mixture rather than the grading compatibility in cases
where surfacing materials were planed off and stored separately from the lower layers.
Following on from the initial feasibility study, further research was undertaken into surface course
recycling and a Best Practice guide was produced [18]. The Best Practice report is intended to be a
guide as to what is considered to be good practice when specifying, designing, producing and
applying this approach in order to facilitate a relatively rapid change to its wider acceptance and use.
In particular, a method of designing the asphalt mixture with due allowance for the content and
condition of the binder is explained followed by more general advice on the changes needed in the
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different operations to gain sustainability and economic benefits. It is hoped that the guide will result
in the addition of up to 10 % RA into surface course layers as routine minimum whilst the addition of
larger amounts will occur on some larger jobs where the conditions are appropriate.
The surface course layer adds additional requirements to recycling due to the surface and aggregate
properties and characteristics that are required for this course. Therefore, the separation and storage of
RA planed from surface course layers needs to be considered to maximize the potential for reintroduction into a new surface course layer.
2.6.2 Energy consumption
Two surface course recycling schemes have been monitored to determine comparisons in energy
required which included the transport of raw materials and transport to site, and laying the materials.
The first of these was limited to 23% RA due to the capability of the asphalt plant and the RA was
added in cold and via the hot elevator. The virgin aggregates were superheated to compensate but
there was still a reduction in the overall energy required [19], with a reduction in transport of raw
materials and efficient use of the asphalt delivery vehicles to site being used to transport RA back to
the asphalt plant for use in the following nights production. The same asphalt plant was used
following the addition of a separate RA dry and 40% RA was added to the new surface course. This
also demonstrated savings based on a much demand for raw materials.
2.6.3 Monitoring of trial sites
The performance of plant mixed recycling with a proportion of RA added to a new surface course are
reported in detail in deliverable D2.5 and have been shown to provide comparable service for the
medium to long term. This has been demonstrated in pilot scale trials over 10 years, road trials over 8
years and in re-surfacing schemes after nearly 6 years’ service with additions of RA of between 23 –
30%.
Quantities of up to 40% RA have been added to the surface course but only short term performance (3
years) is so far demonstrated and further data is required.
The use of PmBs in the trials and schemes, either present in the RA, added at the plant, or both, does
not present any problems both in terms of mixing and laying or on the in service performance.
There was some variation in recovered binder properties between control and RA sections but none
were a serious cause for concern. Visual observations in the field were the key in demonstrating in
service performance.
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3. REASONS “PRO ET CONTRA” ASPHALT RECYCLING FOR DIFFERENT
SELECTED DESIGNS OF ASPHALT PLANT
With case studies it was found that due to different step of technological development asphalt
recycling rate in Europe vary from 90 % to less than 10 %. Common to all case studies were demands
that recycled asphalt pavements must be:
1. cost effective,
2. environmentally acceptable,
3. at least equal quality by means of performance as asphalt pavements from fresh materials.
Case studies in Portugal and Slovenia were performed with ordinary batch and continuous (drum mix)
asphalt plants. Ordinary on such plants 5% to 25% of RA milled from the road is added to fresh
materials. To perform such recycling contactor should invest in crushing machine, place for additional
RA stockpile under the roof, convey belt for RA addition and protective sieve to remove oversize
grains from RA. Costs for such investment are in the range from 10000 to 100000 Euro. As written in
Re-Road Deliverable 4.4, Table 5.1 with production of 300 m3 of asphalt mixture (round 700 tons)
containing 20% (m/m) RA we save round 10000 Euro (14 Euro/ton). So it can be seen that such
investment at normal production 700n to 7000 tons of asphalt containing 20% RA return in less than 1
year.
As published in literature [21], the process is fairly simple for hot asphalt mixture where 15% or less
RA is used. The material from an existing pavement must be transported to a hot mix asphalt facility
where it is crushed, screened, and stockpiled. To reduce energy consumption stockpile of RA should
be under the roof. The quality of the RA must be monitored. The most important factors affecting the
production are uniform gradation, binder content and softening point of binder extracted from RA.
Hot asphalt mixture that involves the use of 15-25% RA will likely require an adjustment to the virgin
asphalt selected (use of a softer grade).
For higher than 25% RA mixes, a more comprehensive processing, monitoring, and testing program
for the RA and the finished recycled mix is needed:
a.
In Portugal and United Kingdom goal of selected case studies was production of hot mix
asphalt mixtures incorporating up to 40% of RA. In Portugal it was for application as
regulating and binder courses using continuous drum mix. There was no protection of the
RA stockpiles from climatic factors, at some point, the water content of RA was increased,
which was overcome by a decrease in the amount of RA in the mixture. Nevertheless it
was concluded that hot asphalt mixtures with up to 40 % of RA can be successfully
produced using continuous drum mix plants with minor adaptations. In United Kingdom
two surface course recycling schemes have been monitored to determine comparisons in
energy required which included the transport of raw materials and transport to site, and
laying the materials. All case studies demonstrated savings based on a much demand for
raw materials
b.
In Slovenia goal of selected case studies was production of hot mix asphalt mixtures
incorporating up to 50% of RA for application as wearing courses using batch plant. 10 kg
of additive (rejuvenator) was added to 1.3 tons of produced asphalt. Saving without
additive would be round 30 Euro/ton of produced asphalt, but costs for additive were round
25 Euro/ton of produced asphalt and final balance was close to zero. Conclusion was that
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production of hot mix asphalt mixtures incorporating up to 50% of RA using ordinary
batch plant is possible, but is less profitable than ordinary production of hot mix asphalt
mixtures incorporating 20% of RA.
In more developed EU countries (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, United
Kingdom) many asphalt plants are equipped to perform “mix in plant” recycling applying a separate
heating of RA (black drum) and hot mix stone fractions. There are some problems connected to black
drum technology. Every time the parallel drum is started up fouling is a particular problem in this
process since the sticky mortar from the reclaimed asphalt can adhere to some of the internal surfaces
that might not yet have reached the optimum working conditions. It has been mentioned that clearing
up this fouling material from the inside of the parallel drum requires hard manual labour and approx.
two weeks out of operation.
From a design point of view these old parallel drum are not optimised for energy savings and efficient
production to cope with present days’ requirements for such industrial equipment.
For these reasons and for the loss of energy required to heat the parallel drum from ambient to
operational temperature the production utilising this equipment need to be above 100 t in order to be
worthwhile in a technical and economic sense.
The heated RA is transported to the weight using a screw conveyor. This transport solution works well
for RA containing only unmodified binders. Though, if the RA contains polymer modified binder the
increased stickiness resulted in clogging of the screw conveyor. The sticking RA had to be removed
manually during 2 working days.
So in some countries like Denmark black drum technology is replaced by technique developed by the
manufacturing company Benninghoven utilized through a “high speed conveyor belt device” which
throw an addition of reclaimed asphalt in the last third of the drying drum which normally is solely
intended for heating of virgin materials. This technique was reported to be able to cope with addition
of up to 40 % of reclaimed
To avoid problem with PmB in RA in Belgium latter RA has to be mixed with ‘normal’ RA before
adding (e.g. ratio: 1/3 PmB + 2/3 normal binder).
In table 15 are presented informative values for optimal RA content for some European countries.
Table 15: Optimal content of RA in produced asphalt mixture in different EU countries

Country

Optimal RA content

Prevailing technology

Belgium

40% (55% maximal)

Parallel black drum

Denmark

40%

Mixing in the drying drum

Germany

50% (100% maximal)

Parallel black drum

Netherlands,

Parallel black drum

Portugal

45-50% (70% maximal) in
base and binder course 2530% in wearing course
10% (40% maximal)

Slovenia

10% (30% maximal)
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Sweden

Sweden
United Kingdom

max 20 % for wearing
Hot Recycled Asphalt at a
courses,
Central Plan
max 30 % for binder and base
courses
85 - 90%
Cold Recycled Asphalt at a
Central Plant
40%
Parallel black drum

4. CONCLUSIONS
Due to different step of technological development and public awareness asphalt recycling rate in
Europe vary from 90 % to less than 10 %. The case studies originated from the partner countries
involved and selection of case studies in this Deliverable reflects different step of recycling in Europe.
The other problem was that in some countries competitiveness among asphalt producers has
sharpened and they were not willing to reveal their technology to competitors. In these countries ReRoad partners were not able to get data from concrete case studies, so they contributed with general
overview of asphalt recycling in their country.
In Belgium practically all asphalt plants (a total of 40 plants in Belgium) are equipped to perform
“mix in plant” recycling applying a separate heating of RA and hot mix stone fractions. A particular
problem is encountered when using RA with PmB (e.g. originating from SMA surface courses). PmBs
in Belgium commonly contain SBS polymers which stick together at temperatures of about 120 135°C. Latter RA has to be mixed with ‘normal’ RA before adding (e.g. ratio: 1/3 PmB + 2/3 normal
binder).
In Denmark and Germany asphalt plants were often equipped with parallel drum dryer for heating the
reclaimed asphalt, but nowadays some of the asphalt plants had recently been through a general
refitting which resulted in a new configuration so that the virgin drum dryer had been modified with
the high speed conveyor belt for throwing in the RA material into the last part of the drum dryer and
the parallel drum dryer that formerly heated the RA for reaching high percentages of addition had
been dismantled.
In Netherland maximum content of reclaimed asphalt in a freshly produced asphalt mix is in case of
base courses around 45-50 % and for surface courses between 25-30 %.
In Portugal it was found out that hot asphalt mixtures with up to 40 % of RA can be successfully
produced using continuous drum mix plants with minor adaptations.
In Slovenia with test production of asphalt mixtures containing 50 % RA, it was demonstrated that it
is possible to achieve an increased rate of recycling in the traditional asphalt batch plant, without
additional black drum.
In Sweden the usage of technology of hot, half-warm and cold asphalt recycling at a central plant is
determined by National Road. For hot recycling administration allows the blending of RA materials in
accordance with TBV-coating 99 as follows:
•
max 20 % for wearing courses,
•
max 30 % for binder and base courses.
Interesting are technologies of cold and half-warm recycled asphalt at a central plant. Produced
asphalt mixtures are mostly used for roads with low traffic loads.
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With studies in UK they found out that asphalt plant tended to be the limiting factor in addition of RA
to the mixture rather than the grading compatibility in cases where surfacing materials were planed off
and stored separately from the lower layers. Best Practice guide was produced from further research
undertaken into surface course recycling.
Commonly possible RA contents depend on individual mix plant design
• Not only the RA feeding equipment is of importance but the whole production chain
• Min/Max capacity of RA heating device
• Min/Max capacity of aggregate heating drum
• Fume cleaning devices
• Number of Binder tanks
Therefore, when RA feeding equipment is added to an existing mixing plant, the overall production
chain and the capacity of other asphalt plant equipment has to be considered.
With test production of asphalt mixtures containing 50 % RA, we demonstrated that it is possible to
achieve an increased rate of recycling in the traditional asphalt base, with no additional black drum.
Problems encountered when using RA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The presence of tar used in the past. It is strictly forbidden to recycle tar containing RA in
either hot or cold process unless special protective measures are taken.
The (very) low penetration grade of RA when dealing with porous asphalt.
The discontinuous grading of RA originating from SMA limits to some extent its reuse.
PmBs commonly contain SBS polymers which stick together at temperatures of about 120 135°C and if the RA contains PmB the increased stickiness resulted in clogging of the screw
conveyor,
The rounded aggregate shape of gravel limits its reuse in base courses
The presence of thermoplasts occurring in road markings (kept apart to avoid problems)

Recommendation
High RA percentage in surface asphalt courses
• Parallel RA heating drum (for larger jobs)
• Hot feed by „sticking immune“ devices
• Avoid conveyor transport of heated RA
• Use gravity for RA “transport”, e.g. by installing RA heating drum above the
mixer and allow the heated RA to slide to the mixer without touching movable
parts of the plant.
• Optimized fume filters
• Avoid destroying the nylon bags in the filter house due to maximum
temperature of superheated virgin aggregate
• Aggregate heating drum with a wide range of capacities or hot storage capacities of
sieve bags to allow a “batch heating” of aggregates.
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